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These six towing vessel officers took a stand against corporate intimidation by refusing to move unsafe
oversize and overloaded tows between St. Louis and New Orleans. When the Coast Guard abdicates
its authority to set safe standards, Congress must intervene. The “ARTCO-Six” mariners (L to R):
Capt. Charles Marshall, Capt. Thomas Mason, Capt. Tony Reames, Capt. Sammy Hutton, Captain
Larry P. Gwin, and Captain Gerald Ingram. Plaintiffs were represented by the Dysart Law Firm of
St. Louis, MO. Photo by Captain David C. Whitehurst.
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THIS IS WHAT
THE ARTCO-SIX TRIAL
MEANS FOR AMERICA
By Patricia Hutton
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My husband was one of the pilots
involved in the “ARTCO SIX” trial that
was recently held in East St. Louis. In
April, 2003, he was permanently laid-off
supposedly for an economic slow-down,
but, in fact, it was because he stood up for
what he believed to be an unsafe act –
refusing to push “super-tows” southbound
on the lower Mississippi river.
As I listened to the testimonies of these six
men, I realized how this would be very unsafe
– the stress that it puts on the pilots as well as
the size of the tow – not only size by length
and width, but the tonnage they are pushing. I
heard the pilots testify about how hard it is to
flank or steer a bend because of the extra
length of the tow and, also learned how
difficult it is to go through the bridges that we
drive over every day – never giving a second
thought to the kind of tows that are being
pushed beneath us.
I don’t think we realize what would
happen if one of these “super-tows” struck
the bridge piers just as we were going over

THE ARTCO-SIX TRIAL:
MARINERS STAND UP AGAINST INTIMIDATION
ON UNSAFE OVERSIZE & OVERLOADED TOWS.
A CLEAR WIN FOR ALL TOWBOATERS!

throughout the United States. As I traveled through the states
bordering the Mississippi River where this drama has played
out, my thoughts turned to the words of James Russell Lowell,
poet, critic and educator, written in 1854 that appeared to
describe our Pilots’ situation…
Once to every man and nation,
Comes the moment to decide
In the strife of truth with falsehood,
For the good or evil side.
Then it is the brave man chooses,
While the coward stands aside,
And the multitude make virtue,
Of the faith they had denied.

[By Captain Richard A. Block. This is Part 2 of the ARTCOSIX trial. Part 1 appeared in GCMA Newsletter #37.]
Jury Awards Captain Larry P. Gwin Back Pay
And Slaps ARTCO With Substantial Punitive Damages
The Artco-Six case was filed on December 18, 2003 in the
Federal District Court for the Southern District of Illinois in
East St. Louis, IL, by six licensed river towboat Pilots seeking
damages for wrongful termination by their employer, the
American River Transportation Company of Decatur, Illinois,
as well as for lost wages, benefits, and emotional distress.
The case was re-scheduled and postponed several times by
motions of the defendant, ARTCO. Opening arguments were
held on Monday, February 27th before Federal Judge Michael
J. Reagan. The jury delivered its verdict on Thursday March
16, 2006.
Coach to Carbondale
On my journey to and from Carbondale, Illinois en route to
East St. Louis from New Orleans on the train AMTRAK calls
the “City of New Orleans”, I had ample time to consider this
case and all of its ramifications for lower-level mariners
serving on tugs, towboats, and offshore supply vessels

it. Many lives could be lost should this
happen and the bridge collapse. Bridges
are not the only things that could be
involved in an accident. There are casinos,
docks – some of them chemical docks,
fleets, and ships that could be affected, not
to mention pleasure boats that use the river.
These men took a stand – because they
know these tows are unsafe.
I also heard pilots for ARTCO testify as
to how easy it is to push these super tows –
a piece of cake – just let nature take its
course – but not one of them mentioned the
safety – most of them said they did it for
the extra money that the company paid
them to move these huge tows.
I want to say “Thank You” to all these
men. These men valued their crewmembers; families and others instead of thinking
only about the extra income pushing these
tows would give them. I am very proud of
my husband and each of the other men and
their families.
I also want to say “Thank You” to the
Dysart Law Firm that represented these men.
They did an excellent job. Their integrity
throughout this trial spoke volumes.
My prayer is that this case will be used
to alert the public that there are important
safety issues addressed on our waterways.

I attended the trial for four days, following Mr. Richard M.
Plant, one of the founders, advisors, and mentors of the Gulf
Coast Mariners Association who attended the opening portion
of the trial. I was followed by GCMA Director and webmaster, Captain J. David Miller, who was at the courtroom
when the Jury delivered its verdict.
The Public Only Learns Part of the Story
Mr. Plant’s union, the International Organization of
Masters, Mates, and Pilots, recently prevailed over ARTCO in
a lawsuit filed over egregious violations of the National Labor
Relations Act filed in 1999. Section 7 of the National Labor
Relations Act gives employees the rights to:
• Organize.
• To form, join, or assist a union.
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• To bargain collectively through representatives of their
own choice.
• To act together for other mutual aid or protection; and
• To choose not to engage in any of these protected
concerted activities.
ARTCO violated these longstanding rights that should
have been available to every mariner during the “Pilots
Agree” strike that took place seven years earlier. However, no
mention of this violation, nor the incredibly slow response by
the National Labor Relations Board that took over seven
years, nor the perfunctory slap-on-the-wrist it administered to
ARTCO was mentioned during the trial. However, as I
reviewed those documents, I understood that GCMA was not
bound by any such constraints.
ARTCO is a company that has long been at war with its
own employees. The company and its policies are not
universally respected by other companies in the river trades
whose vessels are delayed and crowded out of the river
channels by its oversize and often overloaded tows.

the maritime industry. In fact, our “footprint” is so small that
the Vice-President of ARTCO claimed to know little or
nothing about us and even went so far as to confuse us with
the Towing Safety Advisory Committee – a strange comment
from an executive of a major corporation.
These six mariners, all licensed towing vessel Masters, and
their wives, took a stand against one of America’s largest and
wealthiest corporations, Archer Daniels Midland (ADM).
ARTCO is a subsidiary of ADM. These six mariners stood
alone with only the law to protect them in an attempt to
salvage their careers and reputations.
In spite of widespread pre-trial publicity, no mariners
outside of four Gulf Coast Mariners Association Directors
were present at various stages of the trial to offer support.
However, a steady stream of supportive telephone calls
poured in at all hours of the day and night before, during, and
after the trial.

The Trial is Set for East St. Louis, Illinois

The Coast Guard never saw fit to visit the trial. This may
be a result of their traditional non-involvement in “labor
disputes.” Yet, this never was a traditional labor dispute with
strikers and picket lines.
To their discredit, over the years, Coast Guard officials at
all levels of command ignored evidence of blatant
intimidation of licensed towing vessel officers by towing
company management to stretch or even break laws and
regulations. Such intimidation appeared at every twist and
turn of the trial – without even a single Coast Guard
representative there to lend an ear.
If they had attended, Coast Guard officials might have
understood that an important component of the case stemmed
from their failure to establish reasonable tow size limits on
waters under their jurisdiction. For example, a Coast
Guard/AWO report published in May 2003 studied a database
of 2,692 bridge allision cases between 1992 and 2001
involving towing vessels, although it did not include the 2002
accident that knocked down the Interstate 40 bridge across the
Arkansas River killing 14 motorists.
Since the Judge must remain impartial, the Jury is left to
look out for matters that directly affect the public, the ordinary
people who drive or take a train across bridges spanning the
nation’s navigable waters – the St. Louis metropolitan area
being a perfect example.
It was fitting for a Jury to hear this story from beginning to
end. They represent typical members of the public who cross
the river bridges, who as recreational boaters may find that
they share the rivers and waterways with huge tows, and who
expect licensed mariners to exercise their best professional
judgment in performing their duties.
The rules of the court are clear, many of them neatly
posted on the door of the spotless courtroom and were
followed scrupulously by both sides.
The jury of 12 men and women, seated on the first day of
the trial, received strict instructions from the Judge. There
was to be absolutely no contact between either the plaintiffs
(i.e., mariners) or defendants (ARTCO) and jurors during the
next three weeks since the trial was a quest for the truth and
must not be tainted in any manner.

On a Monday morning in late February, six brave mariners
accompanied by their wives, sought the justice they believed they
were deprived of when they were laid off by ARTCO in 2003.
To a visitor, East St. Louis is a forbidding place, a
combination of the destruction recently visited upon New
Orleans, and the gutted remains of neighborhoods like the
South Bronx. In this scene of bleak desolation the United
States Courthouse stands alone, isolated, and heavily guarded
as if to remind the visitor that the Federal Government is still
in control. Inside the building’s bland exterior, flickered the
flame of justice sought by our six mariners. They only asked
for fair treatment by an impartial judge and a jury of their
peers on several controversial questions.
The Courthouse sits within sight of the Lower Mississippi
River (LMR), opposite the city of St. Louis, MO, upon whose
waters the drama unfolded.
The Lower Mississippi River below St. Louis is a free-flowing
river not constrained by any locks or dams in contrast to the Upper
Mississippi River, the Ohio River, the Allegheny, Monongahela,
Arkansas, and Red rivers with their locks and dams.
Who Represents the Interests of
The Public at Large?
This was a jury trial with the jury picked from a pool of
citizens living in the Southern District of Illinois, essentially
in an area across the river from north of St. Louis south to
Cairo. Even though Illinois is bounded and crossed by
navigable waterways, a lawyer presenting his clients’ case
cannot assume that any juror knows the bow from the stern of
a towboat or anything about river pilots and the towing
industry unless all of the pertinent facts are explained clearly
and carefully. In fact, the trial became a primer on “life on the
river” for the judge and jury.
Judge Michael J. Reagan served as the impartial arbiter
between the two conflicting sides we identify as
“Management” and “Labor.” Labor in this case did not entail
any direct involvement by any organized labor unions. The
Gulf Coast Mariners Association is not and never has been a
labor union although we unequivocally represent the interests
of our working “lower-level” mariners in various segments of

The Coast Guard Remains on the Sidelines
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The Two Components of the ARTCO-SIX Case

As we see it, this case had two principal components:
• The wrongful termination of six former ARTCO
employees – all merchant marine officers with years of
experience and fully licensed by the Coast Guard. [We
understood and sympathized with their personal anger and
frustration over intimidation in the workplace.]
• Public safety that is adversely affected by oversize and
overloaded tows pushed by ARTCO towboats on the
Lower Mississippi River.
It is this second component, one of safety that GCMA will
focus our attention on because this never descended into a
matter of money. As the trial progressed, we expected the
jury to step up and play a unique role as representatives of the
public at large. We believe they grasped this role, but only to
a limited extent. We trust that the Coast Guard, under a new
Commandant, will accept Congress’ directions and bring the
towing industry under an inspection regime and increased
supervision. We urge the Coast Guard to develop greater
professionalism in the merchant marine officers it licenses and
demand full accountability for unwarranted risk-taking by
corporations and individuals in pursuit of private profit at
public expense by curbing the towing industry’s cavalier,
“public-be-damned,” attitude.
A Litany of Accidents
As we listed and described in detail in GCMA Newsletter
#37 and in GCMA Report #R-340 available on the internet,
there have been an epidemic of accidents involving oversize
and overloaded tows. At present, ARTCO is the only
company that currently chooses to push tows larger than 40
loaded barges on the Lower Mississippi River. Many of those
barges can be loaded to draw several more feet of water and
carry hundreds of additional tons of cargo above and beyond
the standard (“jumbo”) 195-to 200-foot barges.
Although it is not alone, ARTCO has had more than its
share of accidents with oversize tows. We understand that
during the inception of ARTCO’s “super-tow” program that
only about one out of every two of these behemoths
completed a voyage without an incident.
The Coast Guard is supposed to protect the interest of the
public in properly regulating oversize and overloaded tows.
Several years ago, Rear Admiral Roy Casto pointedly warned
the towing industry in an article captured in GCMA Report
#R-340.
However, after he retired as Eighth District
Commander, the Coast Guard remained silent and failed to
regulate or even define an oversize or overloaded tow.
In the meantime, mariners regularly report to us that it has
become a free-for-all out on the Lower Mississippi River.
The Coast Guard often lacks the manpower, experience, or
background to accurately investigate why many of these
heavy-tow accidents take place. The Coast Guard took no
action to curb or even to formally recognize the danger to the
public or the damage to the waterways infrastructure from the
increasingly risky operation of oversize or overloaded tows.
The fact that the Coast Guard never even sent an observer
from their nearby office in St. Louis implies disinterest in the
subject and leaves them open to further criticism from the
public. The near-disaster of the M/V ANNE HOLLY and the
PRESIDENT CASINO in St. Louis Harbor in 1998 and the
NTSB report still rattles in the public’s memory.
Consequently, the twelve jurors were left to consider the
wisdom and safety of pushing 40 to 48 two-hundred-foot

barges in a configuration 8 barges wide by 6 barges long (i.e.,
a “6-long super-tow”) because the Coast Guard abdicated their
authority to do so by their prolonged inaction and silence.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers who maintains the
river channels, advertises the channel of the Mississippi River
between St. Louis and Cairo, Illinois as 300 feet wide by 9
feet deep; they advertise the channel below Cairo as 500 feet
wide by 12 feet deep. The role of the Corps of Engineers is to
survey and maintain the channel with its own and contracted
dredging equipment while Coast Guard buoy tenders mark it
with buoys, lights, and other navigational aids. With each
barge 35-feet wide, a six-wide by six-long tow leaving St.
Louis would be 210 feet wide by 1,400 feet long counting the
length of the towboat pushing it. Some of ARTCO’s deepdraft barges can be loaded to draw 13 or 13½ feet of water. If
low water occurs en route, the towboat Captain and his Pilot
are left with a serious problem as an overloaded tow can
ground in the middle of the channel and can delay upbound
and downbound tows or even close the river to all traffic.
However, the draft of the barge loads an ARTCO towboat
pushes can be tweaked by the vessel’s Port Captain as this
extant electronic message reveals:
“…To assure you we are not breaking any rules, the
advisory is only a recommendation not a restriction. As you
are aware with the Memphis gauge at 1.5 (feet) and rising,
you can safely tow 11 ft.-draft barges. We are only loading to
10.6. Anything heavier that you may have is loads that have
been sitting waiting to be lightered for two weeks. But, with
the river stage we now have, it is not necessary to do this. The
only reason we have a 10.0 advisory is because we are the
only towing company that can load in Cairo and take
advantage of the extra water. Everybody else would be
loading way up on the Ohio River, and couldn’t get their
barges through the system before the river falls out. Since
they can’t move their barges, then they can’t stand for
ARTCO to have this advantage. But we are being proactive
and safe and maximizing this opertunity (sic) to get 6 inches
more draft while we can.”
In other words, with only inches of clearance, the Port
Captain sitting behind his desk at Company Headquarters
“suggests” that the towboat Captain get underway. The
question our mariners must resolve is: When does a
“suggestion” from a superior become an order?
[GCMA Comment: GCMA has urged Congress to require
the Coast Guard to inspect dry cargo barges to ensure the
safety of our mariner’s workplace. Refer to GCMA
Report #R-276, Rev. 9, Item #72]
[GCMA Comment: Dry cargo barges and other barges not
assigned load lines should be required to carry “draft
marks” to facilitate identification of barges that are
overloaded in relation to the published depth of the
waterway or broadcast river stage.]
During the three-week trial, mariners on both sides hotly
contested the safety of “6-long super-tows.” A clear majority
of the mariners who testified as witnesses from both sides
flatly refused to push ARTCO’s “6-long super-tows” for a
number of reasons. The ARTCO-Six mariners contended one
of the reasons ARTCO fired them was because they refused to
push these oversize tows. However, a number of current
ARTCO employees brought in as witnesses just as steadfastly
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refused to push excessively large tows yet still kept their jobs.
The argument is heated because “6-long super-tows” that
make it safely through their trip south to New Orleans are
“cash cows” that ARTCO milked for several years following
the Pilots Agree strike of 1998.
The Pilots Agree strike was an issue that had to remain
separate and was not addressed during the trial. However, it
remained very much in the minds of most towboaters because
of the way that ARTCO and other river towing companies
mistreated their employees both during and after the strike.
The seething discontent of many Pilots and Masters with their
treatment connects the towing industry to its present-day
personnel shortage. Challenging, bribing, and intimidating
mariners to push oversize tows they are not comfortable in
handling are potential disasters looking for a place to happen.
This safety issue played a significant role throughout the trial.
By questions posed by the jurors to witnesses on both
sides, it became clear that the Jury began to understand the
risk involved in moving these oversize tows. The repeated
reluctance of most of the Pilots that appeared before them as
witnesses from both sides was telling. Jurors saw through the
efforts of management to manipulate their Pilots into
accepting the risk of moving these huge tows down river.
Company officials utilized management tools like offering a
paid southbound trip as an observer to entice a Pilot by showing
him “how easy it was” by watching another Pilot rise to the
challenge and do the job. Some Pilots rose to the bait and an
additional $50 per day, but just as many if not more did not do so.
Management toyed with personnel evaluation forms by
pointing out that a Pilot who would not accept the challenge
of moving more than 40 fully loaded barges at a time did not
“utilize his vessel to its “full potential.” These evaluations
awarded only a “fair” grade to reluctant Pilots. That low
grade stood out in stark contrast to his other ratings and led
the Pilot to wonder whether continued refusal might lead to
the eventual loss of his job in the future when some more
enterprising Pilot succumbed to corporate arm-twisting and
accepted the risk in order to save his own job.
Even the evaluation process itself, when challenged in
court, suddenly became “…only an experiment.”
The
corporate managers willingly displaced licensed mariners
from their “home boats.” The company praised the “home
boat” principle as being a good policy that improved vessel
maintenance. So, after the Pilots had invested considerable
time, effort, and commitment to maintain their “home boat,”
the company would re-assign one of its “super pilots” to that
boat to push one of the company’s “super-tows.”
The jurors also learned of a number of serious towing
accidents scattered throughout the country over the past dozen
years associated with oversize and overloaded towing vessels.
The jurors came face to face with some of the root causes of
these accidents as they heard, first-hand, about the pressure
placed on Pilots to take risks they were not comfortable with
even as veterans of over twenty years or more of service in the
inland towing industry.
The Jury may have wondered why the Coast Guard had not
stepped up to remedy problems like this that certainly fell within
their realm. Yet, the jurors did not ask this type of question.
However, that does not prevent us from asking that type of
question until we finally obtain an answer we can live with.
Background: Oversize and Overloaded Tows

“6-long super-tows” are only one aspect of a much broader
problem that dogs the towing industry. These tows can be a
source of profit. However, when abused or carried to
extremes, they can become a source of considerable expense
that should be hard to hide from corporate stockholders.
GCMA Report #R-340 discusses a number of different types
of oversize and overloaded tows of which ARTCO’s “6-long
super-tow” is only one variety.
Pushing these “super-tows” is also a challenge to many
Pilots who believe they are capable of handling the largest of
“heavy tows.” The trial defined the term “heavy tow” as
being a tow consisting of more than 35 loaded barges – and
this definition drew no objections.
It takes considerable skill and confidence to push a tow of
more than 40 barges on the Lower Mississippi River, the only
place in this country where this takes place. To be sure, a
Pilot (and we use this term to refer to both the licensed towing
vessel Master and his second in command) must have
unshakeable confidence to attempt to push more than 40
barges. However, an inflated “ego” and “greed” for the
financial reward of an extra $50 per day clearly play important
roles in this story. The question among river Pilots is: “who
will rise and take the bait?”
Failure in pushing a clearly oversize and overloaded tow
can have tragic consequences as, for example, demonstrated in
the destruction of the Queen Isabella Causeway Bridge and
the death of eight motorists in south Texas on September 15,
2001. It took the Coast Guard over three years of internal
wrangling to finally release this accident report.
Since the Eighth Coast Guard District has not raised a visible
finger in protest about oversize and overloaded tows for the past
two years, the twelve men and women jurors had to carefully
weigh the evidence presented to them from both sides and try to
determine who presented the most cogent arguments.
The Public Only Learns Half the Story
From a Coast Guard Accident Investigation
In August 1994, the Human Factors and Systems Analysis
Unit, Idaho National Engineering Laboratory and the U.S.
Coast Guard Research and Development Center completed a
study on U.S. Coast Guard Marine Casualty Investigation and
Reporting: Analysis and Recommendations for Improvement.(1) The data analysis revealed a number of problems
with the collection and entry of marine casualty data in
general, and human factor data in particular. As a mariner
who has reviewed over 600 Coast Guard accident reports, I
found the results were shocking. [(1)GCMA File A-634-A]
When a maritime accident occurs, Congress gave Coast
Guard investigating officers the first bite at the apple. The
law(1) says that the Coast Guard must immediately investigate
these casualties to determine:
• the cause of the casualty.
• whether
misconduct,
incompetence,
negligence,
unskillfulness, or willful violation of law by a licensed or
documented mariner contributed to the casualty.
• whether the offender is subject to a civil or criminal
penalty.
• whether new laws or regulations or changes in existing
ones would prevent recurrence of the casualty. [(1)46 U.S.
Code §6301.]
However, after the Coast Guard bites the apple (and
slobbers all over it), Congress legislated that “…no part of a
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maritime casualty investigation…including findings of fact,
opinions, recommendations, deliberations, or conclusions,
shall be admissible as evidence or subject to discovery in any
civil or administrative proceeding other than an
Administrative proceeding initiated by the United States.”
This complicates the job of the attorneys who must follow in
the Coast Guard’s wake.
For example, ARTCO’s M/V CRIMSON DUKE while
pushing a 42 loaded barge “super-tow” allided with the
Interstate Highway 155 (I-155) bridge near Carruthersville,
Missouri on May 9, 2004 breaking 34 barges out of the tow,
sinking 8 barges outright and running 6 more up on a rock
dike. The accident also included damage to a barge-load of
ethanol carried in one of six tank barges in the tow.
The Coast Guard accident report shows “Approximately 1000
to 800 feet (above) the I-155 highway bridge, a strong current set
the tow toward the right descending bank bridge pier. The Pilot
used all available power on the towing vessel to compensate for
current, but the tow struck the pier…The current overcame the
towing vessel’s steering system and engines. The current drove
the tow of 42 barges into the I-155 bridge pier.”
The total damage estimate in the Coast Guard investigative
report to this “super-tow” came in at $1,275,000. Salvage
efforts continued for well over a month. However, salvage
costs are excluded from Coast Guard accident reporting
requirements(1) and mask the real cost of the accident.
Consequently, the Coast Guard accident report leaves us with
no idea of how much this accident really cost ARTCO to
clean up. We heard that this and one other “super-tow”
accident cost upwards of $30,000,000 to remediate. We will
not speculate, but will leave further inquiry to concerned
corporate shareholders to unravel if they choose to determine
the true cost and profitability of pushing these controversial
super-tows. [(1)46 CFR 4.05-1(a)(7)]
One point the Coast Guard accident investigation made
clear was that “No enforcement activity is being considered at
this time.” In reviewing all of ARTCO’s reported “supertow” accidents, we find the same recurring theme: no
enforcement activity on the part of the Coast Guard. The
“Preventive Actions Considered” space in their accident report
shows a wide blank space. The Coast Guard accident
investigator apparently didn’t have a clue as to the cause of
the accident and, therefore, simply filed his report and went
about his business. GCMA unearthed this and other accident
reports with timely Freedom of Information Act requests for
these public documents.
Vessels usually do not allide with fixed objects like bridge
piers without a good reason. If this accident was not the Pilots
fault, then it must have been management’s fault for
dispatching a tow whose properly operating engine
horsepower and steering were insufficient and could be
overwhelmed by a predictable river current. However, the
“knee-jerk” reaction is to lay the blame on “pilot error.”
This report, in company with other “super-tow” accident
investigations inevitably leads to a conclusion that ARTCO
Pilots must lead a charmed life that manages to shield them
from most ordinary Coast Guard Administrative Law
Suspension and Revocation proceedings. Or, is it well placed
money and influence that rests its finger on the scale of
justice? This is a question, not an accusation – but a question
worthy of investigating.
If it does nothing else, the jury verdict in this case affirms

that pushing these oversize and overloaded tows IS unsafe.
Even if towing companies and some mariners cannot see it,
members of the public can! The time has come for the Coast
Guard take its head out of the sand, step forward and define
the terms “oversize” and “overloaded” before the next serious
accident takes place. The time has come to recognize unsafe
operating conditions in subsequent casualty investigations in
both administrative and civil proceedings.
It is clear that the Interstate 155 highway bridge paid for
by our tax dollars and carrying our citizens across navigable
waters was placed at serious risk by an uncontrollable,
oversize and overloaded tow. The same danger threatened
traffic crossing the U.S. Route 190 bridge in Baton Rouge,
LA, as brought out in courtroom testimony. In that case, an
errant ARTCO tow did almost $1,000,000 damage to a wharf
immediately below the bridge.
What if the I-155 bridge, like the Interstate 40 bridge at
Webbers Falls, OK, had fallen into the river. Sad to say,
considering the continued existence of liability laws dating to
the Limitation of Shipowners’ Liability Act of 1851, Uncle Sam
would own the nothing more than wrecked and sunken barges,
bridge wreckage awaiting removal, and a thirty-year old
towboat. The Coast Guard, wallowing in a prolonged state of
mental constipation, never acknowledged that pushing these
“super-tows” is inherently UNSAFE. We believe the practice is
controversial and support the experienced ARTCO-Six
mariners and their expert witness, Jack Deck, with years of
training and active-duty Coast Guard experience under his belt.
The ARTCO-Six mariners as well as many current ARTCO
employees who paraded to the witness stand did the right thing
and by refusing to push these tows. We applaud their courage in
standing up to managerial harassment and intimidation.
The Public Needs a Sensible Horsepower-to-Tonnage
or Horsepower-to-Barge Ratio.
GCMA is disappointed that the Coast Guard with all the
resources available in-house and by contract to outside firms
has been unable over a 30-year period to establish a
reasonable horsepower to barge ratio to limit the size of tow
pushed by any given towing vessel. The least they could do
would be to outline the parameters of safety in the towing
industry and curb its unbridled laissez-faire operations to
protect the public.
An experienced towing vessel’s Master or Pilot usually
knows the size load he is comfortable with on a towing vessel
he is familiar with under existing conditions. That should be
the limiting factor. Yet, the Coast Guard has been too
arrogant to seek the advice of river Pilots who can substitute
years of their practical experience pushing tows for advanced
college degrees.
In actuality, “Dispatchers,” who usually are not mariners
and who may be far-removed from river activities, often
assign the number of barges and simply expect the towboat
officers to comply with their orders. “If you can’t do it, we’ll
find someone that can” is an old refrain that Coast Guard
accident investigators have heard quite often – and have done
too little about.
Absent a regulation governing the size of a tow, the Pilot
must live with the problem in silence or face losing his job if
he is an “employee at will.” Only a labor contract negotiated
by a union stands between a towing vessel officer and
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arbitrary termination. However, ARTCO along with most
other river towing companies “killed” the union when they
killed Pilots agree in 1998. The Coast Guard takes the easy
road, chooses to view this intimidation as some kind of a
“labor dispute,” so it can remain aloof.
For the past 30 years, towing vessels operated as
“uninspected” vessels. The Coast Guard sat back and did very
little of substance even, after the AMTRAK Sunset Limited
accident killed 45 railway passengers and train-crewmembers
at Bayou Canot, Alabama. Then the Coast Guard let the
towing industry have a crack at regulating itself for the next
decade. At last, Congress directed the Coast Guard to inspect
towing vessels.
We suggest that setting a reasonable
limitation on tow size belongs as a part of every single towing
vessel’s Certificate of Inspection or at least as an irrevocable
letter of instruction issued to each towing vessel’s Master.
Coast Guard’s Lack of Experience
Regulating the Towing Industry
The fact acknowledged even within Coast Guard
Headquarters is that the Coast Guard has little practical
experience in the towing industry. To date, most “regulating”
has taken place through social contacts with compliant
industry trade associations and “revolving door” jobs in the
industry landed by senior retired Coast Guard officers.
Since towing vessels are still treated as “uninspected
vessels,” the worst abdication of leadership occurred
following the Bayou Canot tragedy when Coast Guard
Commandant failed to push for the inspection of towing
vessels. The Coast Guard turned over the matter to an
industry trade association to regulate itself with a safety
management system.
Although the
American Waterways
Operators’
“Responsible Carrier Program” (RCP) may have been a step
in the right direction, it lacked enforcement powers that
Congress confers only upon the Coast Guard. The RCP only
applies only to Association members. The RCP left out a very
significant portion but strangely invisible portion of the
towing industry. For mariners, this type of industry selfregulation left wolves like ARTCO to guard the henhouse and
abuses to proliferate.
Congress finally addressed this shortcoming in the Coast
Guard and Maritime Transportation Act of 2004 following a
series of catastrophic bridge allisions and oil spills.
Legislation signed in September 2004 mandates the inspection
of towing vessels. Although we are a long way from a “final
rule,” GCMA trusts that those rules, when promulgated, will
require evaluation of each vessel’s demonstrated towing
ability and at least a consultation with the most experienced
officers assigned to the vessel to determine the maximum
number and type of barges the vessel has proven it can handle
over a specified route. This information would go a long way
to solving the oversize and overloaded tow problem.
The Coast Guard will have an opportunity during its initial
towing vessel inspection to issue each vessel a Certificate of
Inspection that will limit the tow size and area of operation of
each towing vessel. Nevertheless, to do so, the Coast Guard
must no longer rely solely upon the biased judgment of
business executives but also should solicit the opinions of the
Pilots who regularly maneuver these vessels and their tows.
Pilots have a horse in this race, too. In the past, the Coast

Guard ignored the licensed Masters and Pilots who work with
these tows on a daily basis. This trial highlights the need for a
significant course change and recognition of the knowledge
and experience gained by the most experienced licensed
towing vessel officers when they identify unsafe towing
conditions. We can see the beginnings of a move on the part
of the towing vessel inspection regulatory team at Coast
Guard headquarters to ask the man that does the job for his
opinion on how best to do it. If that opinion lies counter to the
dreams and ambitions of corporate management, there always
remains an avenue for appeal in 46 CFR Subpart 1.03.
The past returns to haunt ARTCO
In April 1998, the towing industry including ARTCO
turned on its own workers who organized a new union called
Pilots Agree and refused to negotiate collectively over salary,
benefit, and seniority issues. A strike ensued in which at least
500 pilots supported by perhaps a thousand more walked off
their jobs only to discover to their dismay that a strike is a
tactic of last resort only after all other means of settlement are
exhausted.
A strike requires considerable advance planning in terms of
personal savings and preparing a strike fund to pay basic
expenses while the strike is in progress. At the time, Pilots were
available “a dime a dozen,” and the necessity to return to work
and bring home a family paycheck proved to be too great for
many to resist. The walkout also provided an opportunity for
some wheelhouse personnel to ingratiate themselves with their
employers and step up to fill positions vacated by striking Pilots.
This trial unearthed a few of these suckups.
Employers punished many pilots by dismissal, demotion,
assignment to less desirable vessels, and by assignments to
work under junior Pilots they had previously supervised.
Clearly, industry “won” and celebrated its victory by running
roughshod over their Pilots determined to crush and defeat
any further attempt to organize a union or even tolerate an
Association such as GCMA that exists today.
The outcome was that many Pilots changed vocations and
left the industry in disgust while others discouraged friends
and family – a major source of the towboat workforce – from
seeking jobs afloat. A very similar thing occurred in 2000
through 2003 with lower-level mariners working on oilfield
vessels in the offshore oil industry.
The situation today is different in that Pilot availability is
no longer “a dime a dozen.” To further aggravate the
personnel shortage, the towing industry did not act wisely
when it simply ignored new Coast Guard regulations
promulgated in April 2001 by failing to allocate resources to
keep pace with training enough new pilots to replace those
leaving the industry. This situation was addressed by Jack
Simpson in a meaningful Waterways Journal editorial in the
March 6, 2006 edition.
Many in management who did not work their way up
“through the ranks” on towing vessels believe it is possible, even
desirable, to train a pilot in a few short weeks so he can quickly
step in and run a towing vessel and relieve the personnel
shortage. Some believe time is wasted in any unnecessary
training beyond a few basics in light of the large turnover of
towing vessel personnel. These managers do not understand and
are unwilling to accept the reasons for a year-long wheelhouse
apprenticeship program because they only look at solving short-
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term crew shortages with the potential to tie up their equipment.
These managers seem to think that Coast Guard licensing is a
bother, and if necessary, can be ignored so it does not interrupt
the flow of business. GCMA disagrees.
Training needs to be industry-wide rather than at the
individual company level to give each new pilot a larger
overview of the world of towing rather than to
compartmentalize him on one or two small boats or on a very
limited route with limited chances for advancement.
Training Pilots for “6-long” Tows
ARTCO operates some of the largest and most powerful
towing vessels on the western rivers with horsepower ratings
of between 9,000 and 10,500. Although most of these vessels
were built in the 1970s, ARTCO apparently maintains those
vessels well by industry standards. ARTCO designates
vessels to push “6-long” tows as “C-boats.”
ARTCO’s training program to upgrade a Pilot to handle a tow
of over 40 barges involves having a candidate who “volunteers”
for the program make three successful southbound trips pushing
one of the “6-long super-tows.” To “encourage” more pilots to
participate in the program, ARTCO offered a “free ride” on one
of the “C-Boats” to other heavy tow pilots as a means to convince
them and at the same time reward them with the chance to earn a
few day’s extra salary and try their hand at maneuver these
behemoth tows. In spite of blatant sales pitches, cajoling, and
arm-twisting, many witnesses paraded to the stand claimed that
they were not interested in assuming the risk and accepting the
responsibility of taking these controversial tows even after their
free orientation ride.
A number of pilots, who were not persuaded, found that
they suffered in evaluations written by their immediate
superiors. Reluctant Pilots learned in their written evaluation
they had “failed to utilize their vessel to its full potential.” If
the company Vice President or one of the two Port Captains
decided the vessel was able to push more than 40 barges, a
reluctant Pilot must watch his future evaluations continue to
suffer until he finally rose to accept the challenge, or like the
ARTCO-Six Pilots, find himself out of a job. Nevertheless,
most of the Pilots paraded to the stand by ARTCO lawyers
claimed under oath that they did not see the written evaluation
as “pressure” by ARTCO to force them into pushing a tow
they thought was unsafe. One credible witness, a current
ARTCO employee, asked whether he thought it was beyond
his ability to push an oversize tow, replied that he felt he
could the job, but chose not to do so.
The question then became one of whether an ARTCO
employee could “choose” not to push a “6-long super-tow”
and still keep his job with the company. Some mariners
obviously did, while the ARTCO-Six just as obviously did
not. The ARTCO-Six mariners claimed that they were
terminated for, among other things, refusing to push “6-long”
tows were unsafe and refused to risk their licenses, future
livelihood, and take the chance of killing or injuring people or
causing damage along the river. The fact that they were
terminated alone served its purpose as an example of
managerial coercion to other employees for over 2½ years
before the case came to trial.
Questions About Training

As part of a new program, the jurors may submit written
questions at the conclusion of each witness’ testimony. Several
questions probed at the extent of ARTCO’s training program.
We believe deeper probing would have revealed an extremely
shallow training program that does not adequately protect the
public from the dangers of oversize or overloaded tows.
ARTCO, although it pushes oversize tows the size of six
football fields carrying an estimated 100,000 tons of cargo,
apparently does not recognize the importance or take
advantage of the simulator training that is available from a
number of sources.
The accidents that ARTCO endures, and there have been a
number of them, all took place in “real time.” Their “6-long”
pilot training consists of nothing more than turning a Pilot loose
after he completes three successful southbound trips in on-the-job
training (OJT) pushing “6-long super-tows” down river.
When ARTCO fought Pilots Agree to a standstill in 1998,
the corporation cut itself off from the world-class simulator
training offered by the International Organization of Masters,
Mates, and Pilots. A trained instructor can program a
simulator to release any of a number of potential disasters
(such as the current that caused the CRIMSON DUKE to hit
the I-155 bridge) to which a Pilot must react by damaging
nothing more than his ego if he fails.
Commander Jack Deck pointed out in his expert testimony
in two other accidents that the true cause was NOT “pilot
error” but, rather, the size of the tow the Pilot had to cope
with. Yet, uninformed Pilots stepped forward and took the
blame. Before getting into a position like this, we suggest that
every licensed mariner purchase license insurance(1) and take
advantage of it by immediately contacting the insurance
company’s attorney to represent your position as distinct from
the Company’s position. As the ARTCO-Six mariners
discovered, you cannot always look to your employer to
protect your best interests. [(1)Refer to GCMA Report #R-342,
License Defense and Income Protection Insurance.]
In one case, an ARTCO witness told that he was not
interested in moving oversize tows but accepted a “free-ride”
orientation trip. At the last moment, the regular pilot had to
leave the vessel on personal business and the unwilling pilot
reluctantly agreed to stand in and take over his watch without
any orientation. After doing the job for several days, he
decided to accept the money and job security the super-tow
offered. After doing all this and secured his job, would any
reasonable person expect him to stand up in court and claim
he was “pressured” to accept the job. Nevertheless, pushing
oversize tows involves considerable stress, and stress takes its
toll silently.
ARTCO may have avoided union-sponsored simulator
training, but it does not even utilize the impressive river simulator
training offered at the nearby Seamens Church Institute in
Paducah, Kentucky, utilized for advanced pilothouse training
purposes by many other AWO-member companies.
Other questions involved the documentation of training that
ARTCO keeps. From this line of questioning, it is clear that
someone on the jury was a teacher in an academic or vocational
area and understood critical shortcomings in ARTCO’s on-thejob training for its “6-long super-tow” pilots. Although ARTCO
is a member of the American Waterways Operators, they seem to
operate in a world of their own that sees little need to sponsor
comprehensive pilot training.
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The day may come when ARTCO finds they are mistaken
in the belief that they can still go out and buy any talent they
need to operate their aging vessels. They appear to believe
there is no need for them to “stock the pond” by
comprehensively training new pilots. Throwing a little more
money than their competitors at the problem may make it
disappear temporarily but not over the long haul.
The Size of ARTCO Super-tows
ARTCO management appears to have learned little from
the Pilots Agree era. The same management is in place now
that was in place in 1999. The company still chooses to play
hardball with its employees.
Management was persuaded after the Pilots Agree strike
by several ambitious Pilots to improve their revenue flow by
pushing more than the previous maximum tow size of 40
barges and increasing it to 46 to 48 barges in an 8-wide by 6long configuration. Pushing 6-wide tows from St. Louis to
Cairo takes up 210 feet of a channel that is only 300 feet wide
– hardly sharing its use with other river traffic. The tow
grows to 8-wide below Cairo, Illinois and takes up 280 feet of
a 500 foot wide channel. With deep-draft barges scattered
throughout the tow, ARTCO Pilots often “take their half of
the channel from the middle.” Pilots pushing smaller tows up
the river are forced out of the way as the ARTCO
cumbersome downbound super-tow has the right of way. A
super tow is slow and unwieldy and literally clogs the river
restricting overtaking as well as passing. If it grounds, allides
with a bridge, or hits a dock or the river bank, the Coast Guard
may have to shut the river until other available towboats are
pressed into service to recover and reassemble all the parts of
the errant tow.
Federal Judge Michael J. Reagan
Like all federal judges, Judge Reagan’s appointment to the
bench is a lifetime promotion. A graying man who appears to be
in his late fifties, he is an imposing figure in his courtroom.
Although he says little, what he did say was scrupulously fair to
both sides. He manages his courtroom in a calm, even-handed
manner interspersed with friendly, good-natured humor. He is
the sort of person anyone would like to have as a neighbor or
speak to on the street without knowing of the authority he wields
as a federal judge. It was into his hands that our mariners brought
their case for resolution and judgment.
On one occasion, the attorneys for ARTCO brought to the
judge’s attention that a juror and several of our mariners were
seen together in a smoking room on the first floor of the
courthouse on a rainy day. Usually, any juror who wished to
smoke could do so on a loading dock outside the courthouse
but this day was different – it was raining.
Each juror has a large badge that identifies him or her as a
juror. This particular juror inadvertently covered her badge
with a sweater. When an ARTCO attorney learned that at
least one of our mariners happened to be in the same room as
a juror, he called the matter to the judge’s attention during the
lunch break and demanded that the case be dismissed as a
“Mistrial.” The fact that our mariners did not recognize her as
a juror, never spoke with her, or even discussed the case in her
presence had to be balanced against the impropriety of this
chance meeting. Judge Reagan had to resolve this serious

situation immediately during the lunch break.
Word came from the courthouse halfway through lunch.
The mariners at our large table left their lunches and rushed
back to the courtroom as their wives picked up the pieces and
put them in styrofoam containers.
The proprietor of Javon’s restaurant came over as I settled
the bill and asked what was wrong. I said that we had a “very
stressful morning” to which he replied, “I know, I have been
praying for you guys from the beginning.” Suddenly, the
bleak scene in East St. Louis grew much brighter. I thanked
him for his kindness and good food and hurried back with the
wives to the courthouse.
After arguments from attorneys on both sides, the lady
juror was brought into the hushed courtroom. She had done
nothing more than enjoy a cigarette during the morning recess.
However, the Baliff escorted her into the hushed courtroom
and questioned in front of all present including our mariners,
their wives, and counsel from both sides. She immediately
understood the gravity of the situation and the fact that the
case and a week’s testimony could be thrown out of court.
The case even might have to be retried.
It soon became clear that this was an inadvertent action
and that there had been absolutely no impropriety. Judge
Reagan questioned her at length and in considerable depth. If
necessary, he had the choice of declaring a mistrial and
throwing out the case that would have to be re-tried at some
later date. He could have dismissed the juror from the trial
and continued with the eleven remaining jurors. Or Judge
Reagan could bring closure to the incident and proceed with
the trial – as he decided to do.
It was clear that the lady had done nothing wrong and
wanted to continue on the jury. The judge then asked her if
she was angry with him. There was a big smile of relief, as
the lady stood up to return to the jury room.
The next day, whenever any juror entered the courthouse
lunchroom and vending machine area, an officer of the court
accompanied the juror. The officer ordered silence until the
juror made a purchase and left the room.
It is clear that any mistrial would have cost our mariners
and their attorneys time and money they could ill afford.
ARTCO, with its greater access to money could afford to stay
the course. However, a mistrial would be a disaster that
would be hard for our mariners to overcome. ARTCO pushed
for a “mistrial” on a number of occasions with what appeared
to be scant justification.
The Role of GCMA
GCMA learned about this case almost two years ago
shortly after ARTCO terminated Captain Larry P. Gwin and
Captain Gerald Ingram under what appeared to be
questionable circumstances.
This was a personal action brought by six former towboat
Masters and Pilots alleging that ARTCO pressured its pilots to
push tows in excess of 40 barges. These experienced Pilots
considered the practice UNSAFE to themselves, the vessel
crews, and the public. One of the Pilots in the group had
served ARTCO loyally for twenty-five years. Yet, ARTCO
dismissed their service with the comment that they were not
recalled because, “We were looking for a better class of
employee.” Twenty-five years is a long time to take to make a
decision like this! For this reason, if for no other reason
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alone, the Gulf Coast Mariners Association is proud to place
ARTCO at the head of our Brown List.
As the ARTCO-Six case developed, we picked up more
information on the problem of the super-tows and the safety
issues they encompassed at all river stages on the Lower
Mississippi River.
It was GCMA that recommended the Dysart Law Firm in St.
Louis as a result of a series of discussions we held much earlier
with an attorney previously associated with the firm. We are very
satisfied with this decision and the tremendous effort put forth by
the Dysart law firm on behalf of our mariners.
Over the years, GCMA developed close ties with a number
of trial lawyers whose names appear on our Attorney’s List on
the internet. These lawyers have gone out of their way to
understand our mariners, their situation in the workplace, and
believe they can best represent their interests in both civil suits
and in administrative proceedings.
GCMA expressed concern about all aspects of the oversize
and overloaded tow situation. A number of years ago, a
delegation of GCMA members including Captain J. David
Miller, GCMA Webmaster, and Mr. Richard M. Plant from
the International Organization of Masters, Mates, and Pilots
brought the matter to the personal attention of Rear Admiral
Roy Casto while he served as Eighth District Commander.
GCMA also brought the matter before the Towing Safety
Advisory Committee when Captain Larry P. Gwin delivered a
presentation on March 17, 2004 before the Towing Safety
Advisory Committee assembled at Coast Guard Headquarters.
GCMA delved into all aspects of the oversize and
overloaded tow problem in GCMA Report #R-340 that we
intend to revise and update following this case and which we
intend to formally submit to Congress later this year.
At present, only ARTCO insists upon pushing these supertows down the Lower Mississippi River. Other companies
tried it in the past with vessels of comparable size and
horsepower but appear to have given up the practice. The jury
heard all about this in ample testimony.
Commander Jack Deck, (USCG Retired)
Offers Expert Testimony on Hydraulics & Hydrology
The twelve jurors gained a new perspective on these rivers
by the mariner’s expert witness, Commander Jack Deck
(USCG, retired), who explained some of the basic elements of
hydraulics and hydrology that affect river tows. Much of this
testimony explained the principles that river Pilots experience
every day. The jurors appeared thoroughly interested and
engaged in this testimony, and in fact, throughout the trial.
For the past quarter century, Mr. Deck, one of the founders
of the American Admiralty Bureau, and graduate of the U.S.
Coast Guard Academy represented both plaintiffs and
defendants with testimony that lies within his area of expertise
as a naval architect and marine engineer.
The American Admiralty Bureau has studied a number of
areas in depth and published two significant reports on the
subject of tow maneuverability as follows:
• Preview of a Tow Configuration and Power Guide (1994).
• Interim Recommendations for Tow Powering and
Configuration for Western Rivers Push Tows (1996)
Both of these publications were widely disseminated
throughout the industry and the subject remains under study. In
fact, the Waterways Journal and GCMA recently published a

technical update notice from the American Admiralty Bureau(1)
that was pertinent to this case. [(1)GCMA Newsletter #36, p.6]
Mr. Deck offered strong, expert testimony on behalf of our
mariners in the field of hydrology, a study of the movement of
fluids and liquids based on his background of active sea
service in the Coast Guard and his graduate degrees in Naval
Architecture and Marine Engineering.
Mr. Deck used his knowledge to describe how a towboat
and its tow, and specifically, how a “6-long” tow is affected
by river currents in bendways and at the approaches to bridges
where several of the infamous “6-long” accidents discussed in
this case took place.
In a computerized video sequence, Mr. Deck showed how “6long” ARTCO tows grazed the Upper Baton Rouge (U.S. 190)
Bridge and the Harahan Railroad Bridge at Memphis. Although
the Coast Guard said that both accidents involved “Pilot Error”
and let the incident t go without citing either pilot for the
accidents – one of which racked up almost $1,000,000 in
damages. By taking no administrative action in either case, the
Coast Guard left the Pilots and ARTCO free to continue to make
the same type of mistake again. Mr. Deck pointed out in a brief
video recreation of the accident how it had taken place and that
the cause of the accident was NOT pilot error.
The close tolerances allowed for tows to pass between
bridge piers did not give the pilot much chance for success in
either cases. The only “pilot error” was making a decision to
accept a tow that proved to be too large for river conditions at
the time. The difference between success and failure in both
cases was no more than 10 feet of barge length.
Mr. Deck’s graphic illustration explained why these tows
grazed several bridge piers rather than slamming headlong into
them with barges carrying up to a total of 100,000 tons of cargo –
as might have happened if it had been a true “pilot error.”
Accident Investigations Continue
GCMA continues to be concerned in viewing close-up
pictures of the interstate highway bridge crossing the
Mississippi River at Memphis. This bridge recently was
reinforced to withstand possible earthquakes in an area
traditionally cited as earthquake-prone. We remain skeptical
of the Tennessee highway engineers’ belief that this bridge
could withstand a solid barge strike by a heavy tow at high
river stages.
GCMA has been relentless in its pursuit of information
about towing accidents, not only involving ARTCO vessels
but also any accident that affects our “lower-level” mariners.
Although this accident information is revealing, it cannot be
used in court according to 46 U.S. Code 6308 as previously
mentioned. Yet, the official accounts of accidents punctuated
by information furnished by dozens of mariners with personal
knowledge and insight can give us a unique insight into some
of the true causes of these accidents.
Enter: The Bolivian Commodore
Bolivia is South America’s only landlocked nation without a
coast line. Lake Titicaca, straddling the border between Peru and
Bolivia, is the highest navigable lake on earth at 12,580 feet
altitude. The Andean peoples refer to the lake as "The Sacred
Lake” and legends say that the first Inca rose from its depths and
went out to found the Inca Empire. Actually Lake Titicaca is two
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lakes joined by the Strait of Tiquina that sprawls over 3,500
square miles, fed by waters from the melting snows of the Andes.
If someone falls into the lake, like a fisherman, it is traditional not
to rescue them but to let them drown as an offering to the Earth
Goddess Pachamama.
ARTCO called to the stand Captain ¢ ¢ . They called and
everybody waited in silence for his arrival. After several
minutes, Judge Reagan called a recess and an ARTCO search
team fanned out through the courthouse to find Captain ¢ ¢ .
His grand entry to the courtroom was made wearing a fulllength maritime officer’s uniform overcoat with brass buttons
and white full-dress uniform cap.
It was obvious from first glance that this mariner intended
to impress the court with his huge ego as well as his vast store
of nautical knowledge.
From his first words on the witness stand, it was clear that
Captain ¢ ¢ would be served up as an offering to the Earth
Goddess Pachamama if not first eaten alive by Artco-Six
Attorney Chris Dysart on the witness stand. It was clear from
his huffing, puffing, and condescending attitude that he
intended to stand at least a head taller than every mariner
previously taking the witness stand for either side. His selfappointed role was one of an erudite college professor whose
lecture that day included Newton’s Second Law…and his first
and third laws, or any other law of physics he chose to
expound to his captive audience.
Captain ¢ ¢ proceeded to launch an attack the expert
testimony of Commander Deck that he maintained could not
possibly be correct. He even attempting to use Commander
Deck’s video presentation against him. That ploy spiraled
down in flames.
He based his testimony on his personal experience in his
family’s ocean shipping firm, operating towing vessels for
ARTCO, and on his two college degrees, one in Economics
and the other reportedly in Engineering. However, as he
answered direct questions about his engineering degree, its
existence became highly questionable, as did the veracity of
his entire testimony.
What really took the cake and set jurors’ eyes rolling was his
suggestion that in the future, considering the pace of vast
improvements to the Mississippi River channels, that a tow 11
barges wide by 8 barges long drawing 17 to 18 feet of water could
be pushed safely southbound on the Lower Mississippi River.
When he was questioned about possession of a Bolivian
Merchant Marine License he quickly presented an interesting
but unconvincing tale that was not challenged but will appear
in the court transcript.
The high point of the Commodore’s appearance came at
the end of his testimony when the jury chose not to ask him a
single question.
Apparently, they had heard enough.
Although this final pinprick must have deflated the same
pompous ego known to infect other super-tow pilots and
shipping company executives, Captain ¢ ¢ remained in the
courtroom absorbing amused twitters during the rest of the
afternoon session.
Aside from a few moments of hilarity and comic-opera
posturing, the trial was a protracted battle with the potential of
lasting forever had Judge Reagan not imposed strict time
limits on witnesses from both sides.
Liar, Liar
Raymond Hopkins, one of two ARTCO Port Captains, was

a controversial figure for a number of years. However, the
jury did not have the benefit of a warning about his past
performance in a case heard before the Administrative Law
Judge Paul Bogas. In a Decision and Order, the judge
characterized Hopkins’ testimony in these words: “I am
unwilling to take Hopkins’ “word” regarding these
undocumented matters since he revealed himself to be a facile
historian. Indeed, some of Hopkins’ testimony regarding
significant matters was so utterly impeached that I hesitate to
credit his statements regarding any disputed matter, and in
general have given his testimony little weight.”(1) [(1)ARTCO
vs International Organization of Masters, Mates, and Pilots
before the National Labor Relations Board, Case #14-CA257, March 1, 2001, p.16 of JD-27-01]
Neither did Judge Bogas have much positive to say about
ARTCO President Royce Wilken, who would testify years
later at the ARTCO-Six trial. “I did not find Wilken to be a
very credible witness regarding the duties of Mates based on
his demeanor and testimony which was evasive on cross
examination. Wilkin gave the distinct impression on multiple
occasions that he was relying on feigned confusion and
convenient memory lapses to avoid giving testimony to the
respondent. He was also prone to changing his testimony
mid-stream.”(1) [(1) Ibid, p. 17]
During my four days observing the trial in progress,
various ARTCO-Six mariners would approach me repeatedly
and with great agitation and urgency say: “How can the Judge
let Hopkins get away with telling these bald-face lies in
court.” My reply was that the only way to expose a lie is
when our lawyers catch him in inconsistencies in his
testimony and expose these statements to the jury. This
occurred on a number of occasions.
In this trial, ARTCO Vice-President John David “Dave”
Cook displayed a surprising ignorance of significant aspects
of the business his company was engaged in and deferred to
previous testimony of his superior, President Royce Wilken.
Nevertheless, Cook gave surprisingly cogent testimony on
how several 8,400 horsepower vessels became 9,000
horsepower vessels – testimony that directly countered
information previously given to a senior marine inspector in
an accident report involving the CRIMSON DUKE accident.
ARTCO’s Longstanding
Disrespect for Mariners and
Disrespect for Authority
Licensed Masters, Mates, and Pilots have a tough job
because they must serve two masters. The company controls
all aspects of their job including terms of employment,
scheduling, work-hours, pay, and benefits while Coast Guard
regulations control a mariner’s license and set the terms of his
professional conduct.
On July 14, 1994, Captain ¢ ¢ ¢ ,
who is well versed in the laws and regulations he works under,
reported a mechanical failure to his company’s shoreside
personnel. Failing to receive what he judged to be a
satisfactory response, Captain ¢ ¢ ¢ accepted his personal
responsibility and notified the Coast Guard Marine Safety
Office in New Orleans as he was required to do under existing
regulations.(1) The following day, ARTCO relieved and
suspended Captain ¢ ¢ ¢ without pay. Captain ¢ ¢ ¢
appealed his suspension by ARTCO to the Coast Guard since
he was simply carrying out a regulation mandated by the
Coast Guard. [(1)46 CFR §4.05-1(a)(3)]
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Shortly thereafter, the Coast Guard sent the following
letter to Captain ¢ ¢ ¢ ’s employer. By all accounts this is a
remarkable letter.
July 20, 1994
American River Transportation Company
P.O. Box 2889
St. Louis, MO 63111
Gentlemen;
I wish to express my deep concern over the recent
mechanical casualty occurring to your vessel M/V
AMERICAN PILLAR, and to request your commitment to the
immediate reporting of future hazardous conditions to the
Coast Guard.
On the afternoon of July 14, 1994, while downbound on
the Lower Mississippi River with a tow of 40 loaded barges,
including three tank barges, the M/V AMERICAN PILLAR
suffered a failure of the electric motor which drives one of the
two air compressors vital to the safe propulsion of the
towboat. These air compressors, connected in parallel,
provide the compressed air necessary to start the
vessel’s propulsion engines and to engage the
clutches.
Upon receiving notice of the failure of the air
compressor motor, the operator of the
AMERICAN PILLAR, Mr. ¢ ¢ ¢ , reported
the vessel’s situation to my office. The
vessel was permitted to proceed to Baton
Rouge, Louisiana to effect repairs, but was
ordered not to enter the harbor area until
repairs had been completed. We were
subsequently informed by Mr. ¢ ¢ ¢ that
the AMERICAN PILLAR had held up at
mile 251 above Head of Passes to make
repairs, and, later, that the repairs had been
completed.
I have been informed that your company
instructed Mr. ¢ ¢ ¢ not to report the vessel’s
mechanical failure to the Coast Guard, and that Mr.
¢ ¢ ¢ has been suspended for reporting this incident.
Without discussing the legality of your actions in light of Title
46, U.S. Code, §2114, I find your actions most disconcerting.
Although a backup air compressor was available, this
mechanical failure adversely affected the operating reliability
of the AMERICAN PILLAR’s propulsion system. As such,
the situation clearly constituted a “hazardous condition” as
defined in Title 33, Code of Federal Regulations, §160.203
(33 CFR 160.203), for whichimmediate notification of the
Coast Guard is required by 33 CFR 160.215. In addition, this
mechanical failure could arguably be considered a reportable
marine casualty per 46 CFR 4.05-1(c), which also requires
notice as soon as possible to the Coast Guard. I believe that
your vessel operator acted in good faith by notifying my office
of a condition which could impair the propulsion of a 10,500
horsepower towboat pushing a tow 280 feet wide and 1000
feet long which had yet to clear the Upper Baton Rouge
Bridge. To have failed to report this condition to my office
would also have subjected Mr. ¢ ¢ ¢ to possible civil
penalties and suspension and revocation action against his
license.

I am concerned that your attempts to dissuade your vessel
operator from reporting the vessel’s hazardous condition,
followed by your disciplinary action against the operator for
doing so, may send the message to operators of uninspected
towing vessels that they risk their continued employment and
livelihood by their compliance with Coast Guard regulations.
Your actions in this case are not indicative of a strong
commitment to marine safety and protection of the marine
environment.
Dissatisfied with the number and severity of marine casualties
on the Lower Mississippi River, the Commander, Eighth Coast
Guard District instituted Operation Safe River on March 24,
1994. A copy of the Safety Broadcast Notice to Mariners
announcing this operation is enclosed. Although this operation
has been discontinued, I ask you to take heed of this message, and
to evaluate the circumstances within your control which may
contribute to accidents involving your towboats, e.g., vessel
horsepower for loads towed, vessel maneuvering characteristics,
and operating practices which may encourage your vessel
operators to take imprudent actions.
Again, I ask for your support, as a major inland waterways
operator, in ensuring the prompt reporting of casualties and
hazardous conditions aboard your vessels. Please help us
to improve the safety and cleanliness of our nation’s
inland waterways.
Sincerely,
s/D.A. Lentsch
Commander, U.S. Coast Guard
Alternate Captain of the Port
The success and effectiveness of
“directly reporting” maritime casualties and/or
hazardous conditions still hangs in the balance.
In spite of the letter and in direct defiance of the
Coast Guard, ARTCO terminated Captain ¢ ¢ ¢
who later successfully sued the company.
In Summary
In the ARTCO-Six trial, Coast Guard licensed
merchant marine officers brought to the attention of the
Jury, and thus the public, that a major towing company
was willing to use intimidation and threats to their employees
jobs, benefits, and career opportunities in order to place the
private profit of their business enterprise ahead of public
safety. We introduced the 1994 letter to point out that these
egregious corporate acts are longstanding and their
continuation is NOT in the public interest.
In order to continue to push their “super-tows,” ARTCO
demonstrated beyond the shadow of a doubt their willingness
to exploit their workers in a variety of ways that pose clear
and present dangers to their employees, other users of the
public waterways, and to vital infrastructure including river
channels and buoyage funded by taxpayer dollars.
ARTCO
continues to show disrespect to its licensed merchant marine
officers who took an oath to follow laws passed by Congress
and regulations promulgated by the U.S. Coast Guard. Their
actions have brought into serious question whether the Coast
Guard is taking all necessary steps to ensure the safety of
travel and commerce on the entire Lower Mississippi River
and even whether they are capable of adequately regulating
the inland towing industry.
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SAFETY NOT CORPORATE PROFITS
MUST BECOME THE FIRST CONSIDERATION
By Cheryl Mason
I sit here today with my husband observing the trial of the
six pilots permanently laid off due to “lack of work” in 2003.
The men believe they were fired because they refused to push
“6-long” barges for valid safety reasons.
Moving the extra length of barges was supposed to be a
voluntary program, and the pilots believed that in the
beginning it may have been. But, as time wore on, they felt
they were forced to consider trying to make a “6-long” tow or
they would be faced with losing their jobs.
I am the wife of one of these Pilots who took a stand
against a practice they believed was unsafe and was laid off in
return for doing so.
All of these pilots were very good Pilots for ARTCO and
loved their jobs.
I was very fortunate to be able to ride on one of these river
towboats years ago. I was able to experience first hand what my
husband does at work and understand some of the terms used by
towboaters like “the river’s running hot,” “high and low water,”
where a southbound tow has the right-of-way over a northbound
tow, what an eddy is and many other unique river terms. This
helped me a lot, but I am learning so much more with the detailed
explanations in court that I never knew before.
I was always aware that Tom’s job was dangerous and
very stressful at times like making certain bridges at high
water or low water depending upon the number of barges he
was moving in his tow. I have a clearer picture now of
whether to “steer” or “flank” a bend and where to find the
channel in the river.
Most of us look at a tow coming down the river. It looks
so easy but you never think about what is actually going on
with the boat, or the barges, the Captain or Pilot or whether or
not it affects us in any way.
It could easily affect us! I live near this river, but I never
thought it could affect me until I became aware of some of the
facts that I learned about in the past several years as well in
this brief period during the ARTCO-Six trial.
Maneuvering a huge towboat is not like driving a car in
bad weather on slippery highways. You have no brake pedal
to push on when you want to stop or if you make a bad
judgment call.
I have to say that I was surprised about how much I did not
understand about my husband’s job and how much more I
know now.
This trial is very important to all towboaters running on the
Lower Mississippi River as regards safety and just how far some
companies can go in pushing their “super-tows” affects the safety
of all of us who are not aware of the danger out there.
I hope I am wrong, but will it have to be one of these
“super-tows” that takes out another bridge with cars on it and
kill the people in them whose only mistake was to be in the
wrong place at the wrong time. Congress and the Coast Guard
need to wake up and stop this from happening.
To sum up what I learned from this case is that Safety
should be the first consideration before pushing a super-tow.
It should not be the profit of the company that uses the
waterways improvements and infrastructure for their own
selfish advantage and to boost the ego of a few daring
mariners willing to assume the risk.

SURVIVORS RECOUNT TUGBOAT TRAGEDY
Crewmembers testify in a Coast Guard hearing about the
sinking of the Valour off the North Carolina coast.

[By Steve Huettel, St. Petersburg Times Staff Writer, March 2,
2006. Steve Huettel can be reached at huettel@sptimes.com
or 813 226-3384. This article was sent to GCMA by the
Apostleship of the Sea.]
TAMPA - Survivors of a tugboat tragedy that took the lives of
three shipmates gave chilling testimony Wednesday about
how the vessel tipped precariously in a howling storm before
sinking beneath them.
Water inside the Maritrans tug VALOUR made it list
sharply to the port side while battling 15-foot seas off Cape
Fear, N.C., crewmembers said at a Coast Guard hearing here
on the Jan. 18 accident.
Widows sobbed quietly as crewmen told a room of about 50
people how one shipmate died of a heart attack and another was
swept out to sea. Seamen on another tug rescued the chief
engineer, but he had suffered a heart attack and died on board.
Survivors couldn't say how much water leaked inside the
VALOUR. Investigators hope to find out after Maritrans, a
Tampa petroleum shipper, has a salvage company raise 135foot tug next month.
"After that, we expect to know a whole lot more about
what happened," said Coast Guard Lt. Cmdr. Charles Barbee,
the chief investigator.
Maritrans also hasn't determined what caused the accident,
officials said. President Jonathan Whitworth noted the
inherent dangers faced by merchant mariners.
"Every day, seafarers are confronted with dramatic
changes in working conditions that demand they apply their
training and professional skills quickly and effectively," he
said at the opening of the hearing. "Regrettably…the hazards
of the sea claimed our tug VALOUR and three of its crew."
The VALOUR left a refinery near Philadelphia on Jan. 15,
pushing a barge filled with 5.5-million gallons of heavy fuel
oil headed for Corpus Christi, Texas. The weather was calm
but forecasts called for storms and higher seas off of North
Carolina, said Capt. Michael Lynch.
Midday on Jan. 17, he directed crewmembers to move the
tug out of the "notch" behind the 492-foot barge and tow it
from the front before the weather got too rough.
Lynch noticed the tug was listing slightly by late afternoon.
After nightfall, the seas picked up and the boat's leaning to port was
more noticeable, at about a 10-degree angle, he said.
Chief Engineer Richard Smoot sent word to Lynch that
everything was fine in the engine room, but Lynch said he
"wasn't comfortable" as the list became more severe. Between
11 and 11:30 p.m., he rang a general alarm to muster the crew
and sent out a Mayday message on the radio.
Things went from bad to worse. Chief Mate Fred Brenner,
53, was going down from the wheelhouse high above the deck
when he fell downstairs and suffered an apparent heart attack.
Lynch radioed the Coast Guard for a helicopter to evacuate
Brenner. After a half hour of trying to revive him,
crewmembers couldn't detect a pulse.
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Steady 15-foot waves lashed the tug, which by then was
listing at a 45-degree angle. Crewman Earl Shepard fell
overboard. The barge was pulling beside the VALOUR,
threatening to pass and pull the tug sideways to the waves.
Lynch ordered his second mate to detach the tow line and
let the barge loose. He spotted Shepard's green fluorescent
emergency light in the darkness. Lynch told the tug's cook to
keep an eye on it while he steered the vessel back to Shepard.
The first Coast Guard helicopter dropped a rescue
swimmer and plucked Shepard out of the ocean. Another tug,
the JUSTINE FOSS, radioed that it was sailing toward the
VALOUR to help.
But the tug kept leaning farther to port, so much so that Lynch
and other crewmembers worried the VALOUR might capsize.
"It was getting so bad, you were falling all over the place,"
said assistant engineer Louis Gatto. He and Smoot had to
abandon the engine room. But oddly, neither of them had
noticed an unusual amount of water in the bilge below.
Finally, Lynch ordered everyone to the bow to prepare for
evacuation. Another Coast Guard helicopter dropped a life
raft – the VALOUR's had been lost –but waves were sweeping
it past the boat.

Dressed in survival suits, the remaining seven crew members
on board decided not to jump for the raft. Then water shifted
inside the boat, the stern sank and the bow pitched up. Gatto and
the cook, John Template, jumped overboard toward the rescue
tug. Others were knocked off by waves.
The JUSTINE FOSS crew pulled out six men. Ron
Emory, 56, was swept out to sea. The bodies of Emory and
Brenner, left on the ship, have not been found. Rescuers were
unable to revive Smoot, the 50-year-old Chief Engineer who
suffered a heart attack.
VALOUR crewmembers testified Wednesday they found a
small crack in the hull above the water line and patched it the
afternoon of the 17th. They also observed water dripping in
from a propeller shaft. But neither was leaking enough to
cause concern, they said.
Pending results of the investigation, the Coast Guard could
file charges against Maritrans and the tug's officers, but
"there's no information leading us in that direction," said
Barbee, the chief investigator.
Another public hearing will be held after the ship, 107 feet
underwater, is raised. A final report should be completed by
July or August, he said.
passenger weight that is periodically updated.

INSUFFICIENT STABILITY CAUSED
PASSENGER VESSEL TO CAPSIZE
[Source: IOMM&P Wheelhouse Weekly, Mar. 13, 2006.]
The National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) issued
a report earlier this week that cited insufficient intact stability
and overloading as factors that caused the small passenger
pontoon-style vessel LADY D to capsize in Baltimore's
Northwest Harbor two years ago killing five passengers and
seriously injuring four others.
The accident occurred on the afternoon of March 6, 2004
as the vessel, carrying 23 passengers and 2 crewmembers,
unexpectedly encountered strong winds and waves as it was
crossing the harbor from Fort McHenry to Fells Point. "This
tragic accident happened as a result of a number of safety
issues that fell through the cracks," stated NTSB Acting
Chairman Mark V. Rosenker, "Our recommendations will go
a long way toward fixing those cracks and help ensure this
type of accident does not happen again."
The NTSB found that the lack of intact stability was the
result of overloading allowed by a U.S. Coast Guard Certificate
of Inspection that was based on an inappropriate stability test
done on a different pontoon vessel to which the LADY D was
erroneously granted sister status.(1) [(1)The load for which the
pontoon vessel Lady D was certificated was based on a
monohull simplified stability proof test on the Fells Point
Princess, which was not appropriate for pontoon vessels.]
The Board also noted that the USCG's regulatory stability test
standards used an out-of-date average passenger weight standard
that contributed to the overloading condition. As a result the
Board recommended that the USCG revise their regulations to
require that passenger capacity for domestic passenger vessels be
calculated based on a statistically representative average

[GCMA Comment: The observed increased weight of
“passengers” parallels an increase of weight of “offshore
workers” requiring decreased lifeboat capacity figures as
discussed at a NOSAC meeting GCMA attended.]
[GCMA Comment: The NTSB cited the per-person weight
allowance for an average adult as stipulated in Federal
Aviation Administration Advisory Circular 120-27D of
174 pounds per person, assuming summer clothing and a
50-50 gender mix of passengers. The old USCG figure was
165 lbs. per adult.]
The Board further recommended that the USCG identify a
method for verifying safe loading on a small passenger vessel,
such as a mark on the hull, and require that vessel owners
implement that method. The report also concluded that
existing Coast Guard intact stability standards do not
adequately account for the dynamic loading from wind and
waves on a pontoon vessel operating on an unrestricted
protected route. At the time of the capsizing, the LADY D
encountered westerly wind gusts of 28 to 41 knots with a
sustained wind speed of about 25 knots. The NTSB
recommended that the USCG revise stability criteria for
pontoon-type small-passenger vessels to minimize the
potential for capsizing in wind and waves.
The report also found that the National Weather Service
(NWS) failed to identify the developing storm conditions in a
timely manner. Due to this failure, the weather information
available to the LADY D's operators did not accurately reflect
the impending storm conditions. Since the time of the
accident, the NWS has conducted a study of their operational
procedures. They determined that forecasters needed to take a
more aggressive and efficient approach in analyzing evolving
weather conditions.
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PORT DEAL SHINES LIGHT
ON FOREIGN OWNERSHIP OF US SHIPPING
[Source: IOMM&P Wheelhouse Weekly, March 6, 2006.
Emphasis by underlining is ours.]
The controversy on over the purchase of operations of six
major Atlantic and Gulf ports from British owned P&O to
United Arab Emirates (UAE) owned Dubai Port World
continues to rage through the halls of Congress and numerous
state houses. In the process, it has received extensive daily
media coverage in the nation's major newspapers and by all
the major broadcast news and cable networks.
A lot of information and misinformation has been floated
through government and media channels concerning the
shipping industry in general and U.S. port operations in
particular. As the storm over foreign ownership over the
control of U.S. port assets has intensified, it has started to shed
some light on other foreign-owned shipping operations,
including the U.S.-flag merchant fleet.
One
of
the
mostcomprehensive accounts on the
status of foreign-ownership as
it concerns the U.S.-flag
maritime industry appeared in
the March 1st edition of the
International Herald Tribune
as reported by Don Phillips.
It contains a historical
perspective not being covered
by other news outlets as well
as a concise analytical
presentation on the current
status
of
foreign-owned
shipping operations within the
United States. Here are some excerpts
from that article:
"The U.S. maritime industry has all but
disappeared in the past three decades, at the very time
that shipping to and from the United States has experienced
remarkable growth. With a tiny number of special exceptions,
every ship that once proudly flew the U.S.-flag has been sold
to a non-US company and now flies a foreign flag.
“Literally thousands of U.S. merchant sailors were put out
of work with hardly a political whimper. In fact, only ships
that engage in traffic from one U.S. port to another, like
tankers engaged in hauling Alaskan oil to California, must be
U.S.-owned and operated with U.S. crews.
“In general, U.S. ports are U.S.-owned, but many of them
are leased to foreign operators in exactly the same manner as
in the current proposed lease of six US port operations to a
Dubai-based company, DP World.
“While the Dubai port issue has become a political football,
hundreds of ships enter U.S. ports every day flying a "flag of
convenience" that masks their true ownership. Panama is the
main flag of convenience, but clearly many of those ships are
quietly owned by countries hostile to the United States.
“The intense interest now among members of the U.S.
Congress in who controls operations at U.S. ports is
remarkable mainly because the same people now pounding the

table and protesting the lease of port operations to the Dubaibased company said almost nothing as U.S. ocean shipping
slipped away to foreign control over the past few decades.
There is an irony in the differing attitudes toward differing
forms of transportation.
“During the time that the merchant marine fleet was
slipping away, the United States maintained a strong and
longstanding ban on majority ownership of U.S. airlines by
citizens or airlines of other countries. This seems to follow a
pattern: the public is strongly interested in the things that carry
people, but the public pays almost no attention to the
important conveyances that haul almost everything we eat,
wear and use – ocean freight shipping, freight trains, trucks
and pipelines – unless they are involved in a disaster.
"A number of people associated with the shipping industry
wonder what has taken so long for someone to make this a
major issue," said Ed Wytkind, president of the Transportation
Trades Department of the AFL-CIO, the largest U.S. labor
organization.
“The issue now at hand is new in only one way. This
appears to be the first time that a country in the Middle East,
even one whose
government is allied with the
United States, is trying to do
something that has become
common in the past few
decades: the lease or sale of
some unit of the U.S. ocean
shipping industry to a foreign
company. However, this is not a
matter of suddenly replacing
thousands of U.S. workers with
low-paid third world workers.
“As has been reported, the
Dubai company would mainly
handle loading and unloading of
ships and would generally leave
security to the U.S. Coast Guard
and
the
Transportation
Security Agency. In addition,
all current port workers would
remain on the job, and Dubai
has even said it would keep current management.
“So why get upset with Dubai? One obvious reason is that
Dubai is in the Middle East and therefore is viewed with
suspicion by many Americans. In addition, Dubai would have
access to some U.S. security information. But there seem to
be other reasons that have almost nothing to do with Dubai.
“In addition to the mishandling of the issue by the White
House, many in Congress now understand that the vast
majority of transportation security money has been spent on
airports and airlines, while ships, trucks, and trains pass in or
near all major cities with the ability to haul a disastrous load
of explosives or germs.
“Despite major efforts by those industries to spot
dangerous goods, it simply isn't possible to check even a
majority of freight. "We need to just say 'time out' and rethink
this security matter maturely and prudently," said a top
transportation security official who asked that neither he nor
his specific industry be named, fearing a backlash from the
U.S. government."
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How Did TSAC
Handle Previous GCMA Initiatives?

REPORT ON
TOWING SAFETY ADVISORY COMMITTEE
MEETING, MARCH 2, 2006
The Towing Safety Advisory Committee, a Federal
advisory committee mandated by Congress and administered
by the Coast Guard met at Coast Guard Headquarters on
Thursday March 2, 2006. A two-day meeting of the Towing
Vessel Inspection Working Group consisting for the most part
of representatives of AWO-member companies, preceded the
full committee meeting.
Secretary of Homeland Security Appoints
Captain Joseph Dady to TSAC Membership
Capt Joe Dady, an active member of GCMA’s Board of
Directors and founder of United Mariners, was appointed by
the Secretary of Homeland Security as a member of TSAC to
fill the vacancy representing labor.
Joe is a member of ILA Local 333 in Staten Island, New
York. He is also the first GCMA Director ever to serve on
TSAC. He is a well qualified tugboat Captain working on the
East Coast with many years of licensed experience. We wish
Joe the best of luck in carrying out his new responsibilities as
a member of this Federal advisory committee.
Captain Dady replaces Ms. Marina Secchitano from the
InlandBoatmans Union (IBU) in San Francisco, CA, who
worked tirelessly for the interests of “lower level” mariners
while serving on the committee for a number of years.
Licensing Implementation Work Group
Committee Report
This work group has been working with the National
Maritime Center to see if it will be possible to allow sea credit
for persons completing a model Apprentice-Mate/Steersman
Course it will try to develop.
The goal of the course would be to reduce the total amount
of sea service time to reach the Mate/Pilot level from the
Apprentice Mate/Steersman level.
GCMA believes that time in school should be counted toward
the time to achieve the Mate/Pilot level. We also firmly believe
that the time spent serving as an Apprentice Mate/Steersman
must be “stand alone” time not encumbered by having to pull
additional deck and engineroom duties while learning how to
pilot and maneuver the vessel and carry out the wide variety of
other functions expected of wheelhouse personnel.
While we openly disagree with many companies who want
to create dozens of new mates/pilots overnight, we believe the
Coast Guard finally understands that untrained towing officers
are a liability and will reflect poorly upon the Coast Guard’s
management of the entire licensing system when their officers
investigate serious accidents carefully.
The resulting model course the working group hopes to
develop is supposed to be generic in nature. It will be open
for use by individual companies or a group of companies to
develop and submit to the NMC for approval. This model
course should be of most use to small to medium-size
companies who may not have a clue as how to move a person
from Apprentice Mate/ Steersman to Mate/Pilot.

Towing Vessel Horsepower issues now will become a
part of the overall towing vessel inspection project. TSAC
dabbled with and attempted to diminish the importance towing
vessel horsepower for over 2 years.
GCMA associates the towing vessel horsepower issue with
the important "Oversize and Overloaded Tow” issue. Neither
the Coast Guard nor industry has any intention of resolving or
even publicly discussing this issue. In the meantime, our
mariners are left to manage the stress and strain of handling
these unwieldy tows both day and night and in all weather
conditions. Adequate horsepower-to-tow size or to tonnage is
an issue that has been off the table for 30 years. This issue
was also a major item in the ARTCO-SIX trial in East St.
Louis and was placed in the hands of a jury to decide. Our
mariners should refer to GCMA Report #R-340 for in depth
coverage of this issue.
Pilothouse Visibility (another GCMA initiative) will now
be considered by TSAC as part of the Towing Vessel
Inspection issue. Although TSAC talked around this issue for
three years, a number of companies have chosen to add
elevated pilothouses as a practical way to try to overcome this
problem. Our mariners should refer to GCMA Report #R-275
for in depth coverage of this issue.
Miscellaneous Items Discussed by TSAC
Coast Guard Headquarters recently reorganized several
branches and changed their missions. These changes to the
Coast Guard’s internal organization are very confusing to the
public who must deal with the Coast Guard. The se periodic
changes keep the public in an uninformed uproar. We are still
trying to adjust to “alphabet soup” of their last major
reorganization in 1995.
Capt. Gerald Maurice’s report on Nighttime Barge Deaths
had to be “revised” to make it more politically correct when it
is reviewed by a larger audience than TSAC alone. The
revised version was stroked and massaged to cover up the
problem of poorly -trained deckhands who later move up to
become pilots without fully having fully mastered their
mastering their “decking” skills.
A discussion of the A. V. Kastner accident at Elk River,
Maryland, which drowned four (4) dredging crewmembers
took place. For the story, see GCMA Newsletter #34,
Sept/Oct. 2005. The local Coast Guard Marine Safety Office
in Baltimore asked TSAC to review and comment upon their
accident report that was furnished to the committee. TSAC
agreed to do so.
GCMA asked TSAC to review crushing death of deckhand
Joseph Hulen aboard the M/V WALLY ROLLER on
November 2, 2002. (Refer to GCMA Newsletter #33, August
2005, pgs. 3-8.) TSAC agreed to do this and agreed, in
addition, to review other accidents reports affecting towing
vessels rather than allow them to continue to be buried in
USCG file drawers without making an effort to publish any
“lessons learned” from them.
Electronic charting. There will be a Notice of Proposed
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Rulemaking (NPRM) released at some unspecified date probably
sometime later this year. However, there are technical problems
involving coordination between USCG, NOAA, and USACE
about how to handle chart data that must be resolved.
For small boats, a serious problem will occur if paper
charts also must be corrected and maintained along with an
Electronic Charting System (ECS). ECDIS, a much more
elaborate system required by SOLAS for vessels on
international voyages, may be cost prohibitive for small
vessels. Therefore, the Coast Guard will try to develop a less
expensive electronic charting system (ECS) that may be
suitable for certain vessels in domestic service.
There is another problem. The Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) may not print paper charts for interim use that
means mariners on some of the Western Rivers will have no
chart to use – a dangerous situation with results that could be
as serious as at the 1993 Bayou Canot accident where no
charts at all were carried. The Coast Guard has not yet
decided on the specifications for a new ECS for domestic use
and SOLAS does not recognize ECS.
Retailers of electronic charting systems may be misleading
consumers by saying that Jan. 1, 2007 is the day that the Coast
Guard will implement electronic charting. Fact is that they
haven’t even drafted the regulations yet!
Inflatable Type V PFDs for use on Commercial Vessels
were demonstrated to TSAC. It’s about time they were
approved but about 50 years too late.
Transport Workers Identification Cards (TWIC). This
will be a major project that will capture the marine industry as
its first major transportation segment. The Transportation
Security Agency (TSA) owns the project that uses biometrics
and, according to Captain Fink’s understanding, will affect
every single one of the nation’s 205,000 license and MMD
holders. It will also affect over 10,000 vessels under 33 CFR
Part 104 and eventually over 1,000,000 transport workers in
all transportation modes – and it must be “self-supporting”
that in plain English means that you and I will pay for it out of
our pockets. The program will involve detailed background
checks and will be a fraud-resistant source of identity to
protect our ports and waterways. The time-line for this
project is now the real issue.
Rebuilding the licensing system. The National Maritime
Center now has an approved plan complete with funding and
recurrent funding to rebuild the existing, flawed licensing
system. As mentioned previously, every credentialed mariner
will have a TWIC. Plans call for one combined mariner
document (MMD + License) and for the (additional) TWIC
that will provide you with positive identification.
In the near future (i.e., within the next two years) the existing
17 local Regional Exam Centers (REC) only will offer minimal
customer service, answer basic questions, check application
forms for licenses, MMDs, renewals, raises of grade, etc. for any
necessary corrections. They will determine when all papers are
in order so they submit them to a new NMC centralized facility
that will be located in Martinsburg, West Virginia. Staff will
begin to shift to the new facility in Martinsburg, WV, and will
increase from about 150 to 265 in number. Centralized electronic
exam administration, course approval, and user fee collection will
take the place of the existing system. Most paperwork will be

converted to computer.
The New Orleans records lost in Hurricane Katrina are in
the process of being recovered with completion expected
within in the next few months.
The first REC to move to Martinsburg, WV will be REC
New Orleans. The new building in Martinsburg will be ready
by August 2007. All RECs eventually will be moved to
Martinsburg, WV by September 2008. Many things will
change, and we will all have to live with them. GCMA
supports Captain Ernest Fink in his attempt to rescue the
foundering licensing system that has been neglected for so
many years. GCMA, and before it, the National Association
of Maritime Educators, has watched the licensing situation
deteriorate for more than 20 years.
Presentation by members of the public was limited to 10
minutes at the end of the meeting. Normally, a 30-minute
period is allotted to public comments. GCMA is a “member
of the public”.
Captain ¢ ¢ , a licensed GCMA member who is a native
of tidewater Virginia and knowledgeable of local waters
addressed TSAC for five brief but unforgettable minutes.
Captain ¢ ¢ is a knowledgeable, licensed mariner and
experienced source of information on small towing vessel
operations.
Unfortunately, most of the larger towing
companies appear to dominate TSAC.
Captain ¢ ¢ , who was concerned about being blacklisted
by the towing, dredging, and construction industry for his
testimony, came forward and attended his first TSAC meeting
at our request.
Captain ¢ ¢ cited numerous instances in the Chesapeake
Bay area and on rivers tributary to the Chesapeake where tugs
and other workboats engaged in towing and while working on
construction projects (such as the ongoing Woodrow Wilson
Bridge project on the Potomac River below Washington) and
dredging operations were operated without licensed operators.
He reported that many of these “boat drivers” had no maritime
background, no basic knowledge of the rules of the road, and
operated these small tugs and workboats in the same
aggressive manner as if they were operating a bulldozer or
other piece of heavy construction equipment. He stated that
many of these small vessels (over 26 feet in length) were not
properly equipped or maintained safely and were the source of
oil spills from leaking and un-repaired hydraulic systems (e.g.,
steering) and the source of injuries that were not logged and
possibly were not reported to the Coast Guard as required.
This testimony counters information previously presented
by AWO to the TSAC licensing working group to seek broad
exemptions for this class of towing vessels and workboats.
Captain ¢ ¢ also mentioned that it is quite common for a
small tug under 26 feet in length to push a fully loaded barge
for long distances on the Chesapeake Bay – a practice that he
viewed as being exceptionally dangerous.
Captain ¢ ¢ also made a point following the meeting and
relating from his experience in the Assistance Towing
business that the assistance vessels, most often used to tow or
salvage recreational vessels, should not be included in the new
commercial towing vessel inspection program because they
are engaged in very different operations. He did not offer an
opinion as to whether some sort of regulation of assistance
towing vessels would be inappropriate.
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TOWING VESSEL INSPECTION
WORK GROUP MEETING
Coast Guard Headquarters, Feb. 28, Mar. 1, 2006
This two-day “working group” meeting that took place
before the full TSAC meeting was attended by Coast Guard
Project Managers Dave Dolloff and Scott Kuhaneck.
The vast majority of the “working group” members were
executives from AWO-member companies. There have been
approximately 12 days of “working group” meetings held in
the Washington area during the past nine months on towing
vessel inspection issues. However, this is the only one that
GCMA’s limited budget allowed us to attend.
USCG Captain Lorne Thomas, Executive Director of
TSAC, indicated that this is one of the Coast Guard’s highest
priority regulatory projects. All of TSAC’s work should not
be considered a “done deal” yet, and we can expect much
more feedback from the Coast Guard in the months to come.
Here are some of the comments, summaries, impressions or
statements that we considered meaningful to our mariners. They
were presented during the three-day period. We place them in
the order (below) to be of most benefit to our mariners.
1. This towing vessel inspection rulemaking will be a
“significant” rulemaking project which means it must be
reviewed by the Commandant.
2. The Coast Guard is not pleased with many of the rampant
rumors of how vessel inspection will impact the towing
industry. Therefore, those attending the TSAC meeting
must be careful what information they spread. [Note: That
statement applies to GCMA as well.]
3. Although Headquarters has not yet completed its review of
the Coast Guard’s work plan, it might be possible to have a
“Notice of Proposed Rulemaking” (NPRM) on the street by
the end of 2006. [Note: Our impression was that this might
be stretching things. However, we want to alert every
mariner who works on towing vessels to review carefully the
NPRM when it is released. This may be your only chance to
offer comment on the new rules you will have to live with
throughout your career in the towing industry!]
4. The Coast Guard needs “space” (e.g., time without
interruptions and “pressure” to do its work) to complete its
work on this regulatory project.
5. At present, the Coast Guard does not plan to increase
manning on towing vessels unless there is a regulation or
statute on the books that requires them to do so. However,
they will specify required manning levels on each towing
vessel’s Certificate of Inspection (COI). [NOTE: GCMA
continues to express concern about the work-hour abuses
of the existing two-watch system.]
6. How will the new towing vessel regulations affect existing
vessels as regards the overall time frame and
grandfathering? This was not discussed.
7. The Coast Guard is presently conducting meetings across

the country with towing companies and is also talking with
mariners at these companies. One reliable feedback report
we received from a mariner stated that these meetings
provide much-needed information and face-to-face
interviews with company personnel as well as working
mariners who can speak “off the record.”
8. The Coast Guard is still collecting information about the
size of the towing industry, the size and categories of
towing vessels, the trades they engage in, their
horsepower, etc. They expect to finish their draft report of
this information as part of the regulatory project by the end
of March 2006.
9. One commenter said the Coast Guard does not understand
the towing industry on the Western Rivers and suggested
that the Coast Guard regulatory team should make a point
of visiting fleet boats since their comments show a lack of
familiarity with fleet boat operations.
10. The Coast Guard stated, flat out, that there will no selfinspection system for towing vessels. The fox will not be
allowed to guard the henhouse, as it has been allowed to
do for many years.
11. This new towing vessel inspection program is expected to
be a hybrid program, a completely different type of
program than a traditional USCG vessel inspection
program, and one that is not rooted in systems of the past.
12. The Coast Guard clearly recognizes it needs to do
considerable research to learn about and reach out to small
towing companies that never were represented at TSAC
meetings dominated for years by the larger towing
companies. [Note: GCMA submitted a formal “Request
for Congressional Oversight on the Towing Safety
Advisory Committee” in GCMA Report #R-417.]
13. The Coast Guard representatives asked TSAC to provide
more input on specific information on the following vessel
inspection items:
• Steering Systems
• Propulsion systems
• Electrical systems
[GCMA Comment: Steering, propulsion, Electrical +
“human factors” = necessary training for engineering
personnel. TSAC says that this is covered in their document,
but we remain skeptical. The towing industry has never
committed itself to training its engineering personnel. We
made a formal appeal to Congress in GCMA Report #R-401,
“Crew Endurance and the Towing Vessel Engineer” and plan
to bring this issue before the Merchant Marine Personnel
Advisory Committee meeting in April 2006.]
14. There was only a sketchy discussion of small vessels.
[GCMA Comment: Very little time has been devoted to
small towing vessels and small “mom and pop” towing
operations at any TSAC meetings. Although we do not
represent these small boat owners, they clearly need a
voice at TSAC.]
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Safety Management Systems (SMS)
[GCMA Comment: For purposes of this discussion, a Safety
Management System is one that is described in 33 CFR Part
96 or, more familiar to many mariners on towing vessels, the
American Waterways Operator’s Responsible Carrier
Program (RCP). The RCP probably be adapted to fit the
proposed new towing vessel regulations when those
regulations appear at a later date.]
15. Coast Guard wants to be certain that towing companies
leave a paper trail for enforcement purposes. This would
prevent possible abuse of a traditional “inspection-only”
system that is not coupled with management’s acceptance
of a Safety Management System (SMS).
16. New auditing procedures and safety management systems
are a whole new way of doing business for many smaller
companies. The Coast Guard apparently does not want
any towing company to operate outside of a safety
management system that puts company management’s
goals on the line and in plain view. The Coast Guard
would expect them to live up to their written statements
(e.g., such as are found in company “operations manuals”)
that are part of their safety management system. The SMS
would give the Coast Guard a paper trail to follow when
dealing with individual companies.
[GCMA Comment: We pointed out in the past that our
mariners are required to observe lawful company rules and
policies and can lose their licenses and/or MMDs in Suspension
and Revocation (S&R) proceedings for not doing so.]
17. The Coast Guard does not want to allow a company to
settle for only a vessel inspection without a formal safety
management system.
This decision apparently was
reached at an early work group meeting. [NOTE: GCMA
supports this decision.]
18. An in depth discussion of internal audits, external audits,
and verification procedures probably will be a mystery to
owners of many small towing companies. TSAC indicated
that it is important that any new program that is adopted
must not drive these small companies out of business.
[GCMA Comment: Decent of TSAC to consider this.]
19. TSAC suggested addressing the concerns of these small
companies by
• preparing a generic sample safety management system
for them to use for guidance.
• preparing sample reports required by a generic safety
management system.
• Large companies might mentor or work with those
smaller towing companies that don’t have a clue about
what a safety management system is all about.
20. Preparing a Safety Management System from scratch for a
small company is expensive. One example presented by a
forward-looking boat owner cost $40,000 for a SMS that
covered just one 500GT tugboat. It was expensive but
doable. He did not complain.

21. The Coast Guard is starting to realize that special needs for
small companies must be recognized. TSAC, however,
represents larger companies that, for the most part, operate
larger vessels or fleets of vessels.
Mom-and-pop
operations are not included in TSAC.
22. An idea was floated that TSAC could establish a work group
structured to reach out to smaller companies. This might be
possible but would have to be voluntary. However, there
didn’t appear to be much enthusiasm displayed for this idea.
23. 100% of a company’s vessels must be inspected initially.
After that, the Coast Guard can decide whether a
company’s Safety Management System (SMS) is well
documented. If it is, they will only spot-check it in the
future. The Coast Guard indicated it intended to spend
more time checking the bad guys rather then the good
guys. [GCMA Comment: This looks like it is the right
direction; we are sure the Coast Guard will stay busy!]
24. If a company has a good history of maintaining its Safety
Management System (SMS) documentation, the Coast
Guard will trade these documents for COI instead of
inspecting the vessel. [GCMA Comment: GCMA was
turned off by this bright idea.]
AUDITING
[GCMA Comment: Most of the two-day meeting of the
inspection working group dealt with “auditing” issues. We
believe that most of this would fly over the head of most of our
mariners and gets in the way of nitty-gritty discussion of
inspection items. We trust that the Coast Guard, with years of
inspection experience under its belt will put these items in
order with minimum interference. We include the following
“auditing” issues without comment.]
25. There was a detailed discussion of Customer Audits (e.g.,
“vetting”) where a customer who buys towing services
checks out the towing or barge-line company management
and vessels providing those services to see that these
services fit their needs.
26. The in house audit is the foundation of the system. The
third-party audit makes spot checks on the safety
management system to verify that you are doing what your
paperwork says you are doing. The Coast Guard has
oversight over all of this.
27. Auditor training is expensive and time consuming. An
auditing course price ranges between 4 and 45 days in
length and $1,500 to $15,000.
28. An auditor must be able to perform “management” (e.g.,
front office) as well as “technical” (engineering) audits.
29. In an auditing team, not every team member will be
required to be an expert in every area.
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30. A consultant cannot audit a Safety Management System
he/she developed for at least three years to avoid a conflict
of interest. (i.e., an ethics proposal)
31. Liability of auditors (in general) should be subject to a
legal review by Coast Guard. To protect an auditor, an
audit is only good for the moment when it is signed as
completed.
32. A Third-Party Auditor working “in the field” ought to be
knowable enough to catch technical problems although not
he/she may not be an expert in the technical area he/she is
auditing.
33. An auditor will have to receive complete training in the
new Subchapter M (i.e., where the new towing vessel
inspection regulations are expected to be placed in the
Code of Federal Regulations). The extent of this training
will not be known until the Coast Guard finishes
developing the new Subchapter M. The training in
Subchapter M probably will have to be more than cursory
training.
34. In viewing the extent of basic Coast Guard inspector
training in classes at Yorktown, Virginia, the Coast Guard
regulatory team commented that a 4 day auditor course
could not provide comparable training.
Other Items Discussed at TSAC
35. The Coast Guard needs to determine whether Congress
really want the Coast Guard to address towing problems
with these specific vessel types;
• Assistance towing (primarily for yachts).
• Working tugs, dredge tenders and tugs working on
construction projects.
• Tugs less than 26 feet in length.
[GCMA Comment: For the life of us, why don’t they simply
ask for further guidance? It would save countless hours of
work and/or anxiety for all concerned including members of
the public.]
36. Discussion about what material belongs in regulation (i.e.,
that has the full authority of the law) versus what belongs
in “guidance documents” such as NVICs, the Marine
Safety Manual, and policy letters. A variety of opinions
were expressed.
The legal status of NVICs was
questioned as well as what level of detail belongs in the
regulations that may be so difficult to change in the future.

EROSION AT BAYOU SORREL LOCKS
By Captain David C. Whitehurst
]Source: Edited from a letter from Captain David Whitehurst,
Member, GCMA Board of Directors, to U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, New Orleans District, Feb. 2005. Also Refer to
GCMA Report #R-361, Bayou Sorrel Lock Improvements.]
I am not only writing this as a Licensed Manner but also as

37. TSAC does NOT recommend that the Coast Guard attend
every drydocking. The Coast Guard has not made up its
mind yet as to whether it will attend any or all drydockings.
Detailed questioning followed as to what does U.S. Coast
Guard consider to be suitable documentation of a
drydocking of an inspected vessel when they are not in
attendance? The Coast Guard regulatory team mentioned
that Congressman Oberstar’s letter called for “Coast Guard
boots on the deck.” This was taken to mean that the Coast
Guard would be expected to attend most drydockings (as is
standard practice) other than for routine propeller changes
and similar routine events.
38. TSAC spent an entire week preparing “Appendix D” of
their report and chose not to add more details.
39. One comment: One purpose of new towing vessel inspection
regulations is to avoid superintendence of the towing industry
by OSHA. There was no apparent disagreement on this
point. [GCMA Comment #1: GCMA insisted that
approximately 17,000 dry cargo barges need Coast Guard
superintendence because of the large number of documented
falls overboard and injuries on these uninspected barges.
Comment #2: The risk-based approach used by TSAC needs
reliable casualty history, but a great deal of Coast Guard
data is questionable.]
40. TSAC suggested that the Coast Guard should make a
special effort to have new regulations and new guidance
documents supporting those regulations appear at the same
time to avoid confusing the public.
41. Applicability of certain existing geographic definitions
may pose a problem in writing the new regulations. A
new TSAC sub-group under Captain Steven Huttman of
G&H Towing Co.will approach this problem via e-mail
and report back to TSAC in July.
42. Comments by Capt. ¢ ¢ in reference to towing vessels
used on construction projects appeared on the TSAC
minutes and were recorded. Work boats over 26’ used for
construction and dredging project need to be inspected and
licensed operators must be required. Unlicensed operators
treat running a towboat like driving a bulldozer. This
reflects abuse of the marine environment in the vicinity of
these projects and lack of a safety culture.
43. Assistance towing (e.g., yachts) need to be kept separate
from other commercial towing and regulated separately as
they always have been in the past.
a concerned citizen. I have been working on the inland
waterways for some forty years.
I am asking that you address the bank erosion that is
getting dangerously close to the base of the levee just below
the Bayou Sorrel Locks on the left descending bank on the
Morgan City – Port Allen Route.
You can do this by stopping the tow building operations
that take place just south of the long wall on the east bank.
This has been going on for a number of years. The prop wash
along with the barges sliding along the bank causes most of
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the erosion.
I suggest that tow building move down stream to a more
spot that is now used that are suitable for tow building.
I not only work on this waterway but also live behind the
levee system in question. I certainly would not care to see
anything happen to the levee similar to the failures in New
Orleans.
In the Spring floods in past years in the Atchafalaya Basin,
the water gets up on the sides of the levees and is, at times,
very high. Without good support on the base of the levee
system, the levee could fail. If this happens it could be many
times worse than what happened to New Orleans. There was
advance notice that Katrina was coming. If a levee system
was to fail with the river basin at flood stage there would no
advance notice and countless lives would be lost.
In addition, this erosion causes the lock forebay to fill-in
so that dredging the forebay has to be conducted often and the
money spent could be used on other projects.
If this erosion problem is not addressed now, it will have a
lasting effect on the base of the levee for years to come.
I contacted a number of elected officials as well as the
USCOE. I received a number of photos that clearly show the

MARINERS BETRAYED
[Source: Letter to the Editor, The Waterways Journal, Dec. 5,
2005. Emphasis by underlining is ours.]
I have been a mariner upon the Western Rivers now for
more than 20 years as operator and then 1600-ton master. I
feel very much like I have been betrayed by the U.S. Coast
Guard. I live and work in Iowa as Captain on one of the many
casino boats that operate in the state on the Mississippi river.
In 1997 I started work on a casino boat as a licensed mate.
At that time the casino had to have what is called a Station
Bill made up of a licensed master, chief engineer, oiler, and
deckhands that have been trained in firefighting, lifesaving,
and evacuation of the boat.
Every three months we were inspected by the Coast Guard
to see that we had trained all our crew in the proper way to
save lives from anything that might come up during a cruise
or at the dock. We were to keep the people safe at all times.
These boats, like all others, go through what mother nature
can throw at them. High water in the spring, ice and heavy
winds. As I became Master on these boats there have been
times that I have called upon the chief to start the boat so I
could hold it against the dock to keep us from being broken
loose by the wind. We hold 1,500 passengers, one of the
smaller casino boats in Iowa.
Now that Iowa has decided to go dockside like many other
states have, so they do not have to spend money on cruising
and have people wait at the dock for the boat to get back.
Now it's just for gambling only instead of a family thing that
can be enjoyed by all. The U.S. Coast Guard has decided to
turn them all over to tile Department of Natural Resources or
our local game wardens, and get away from doing inspections
on them by the Coast Guard.
And now that DNR has it, they see no reason to have
licensed people aboard these boats. They have decided to pull
all the licensed people off these boats to save even more

suitable area to lessen the erosion in this area. There are areas
on both banks no more than a few thousand feet below the
erosion. The erosion has escalated in recent years.
I spoke with the Lock Master at' Bayou Sorrel by
telephone. He stated that he addressed this same issue in the
past and sent photos and statements to the Corps outlining his
concerns for the erosion problem.
The answer is not laying down rip-rap, bank mats or
spending more money. It starts by moving the tow-building
operations to a more suitable location downstream.
The only real reason that this location is being used is
because it is convenient for the assist boats that assist over
sized tows through the lock chamber.
I can remember when there were very close quarters for
northbound tows to pass while trying to enter the lock
chamber when their were tow building operations in this area.
Now, because of the erosion, that is no-longer the case, and
northbound tows can pass with plenty of room to spare.
North of the lock, local landowners -stopped tow building
for the same reason, erosion to their property.
Please take the necessary steps to stop this manmade
erosion now before it is too late.
money. All that schooling we had to have, fire fighting and
all was something that was never needed. No one trained on
how to run a boat to stand by in heavy winds; just anyone now
can go to tile engineroom and start the boat. And one of these
boats sits right below one of the dams.
We have seen one of these boats already break loose and
go floating down the river with a lot of people on it. How
could they ever forget that?(1) If it weren't for a harbor tug
there could have been a lot of lives lost. I do not understand
how the Coast Guard could ever consider this after the last
seven years if one of us was sick and could not be there they
had to shut the boat down. Now they don't need anyone there
with a license. [(1) The accident report for this accident is
titled Ramming of the Eads Bridge by barges in tow of the
M/V ANNE HOLLY with subsequent ramming and near
breakaway of the President Casino on the Admiral, St. Louis
Harbor, MO, April 4, 1998. NTSB/MAR-00/01.]
As a mariner I feel betrayed, and that all the training I
went through was for nothing at all. And, now just anyone
can walk into the pilothouse and sit down take all the
responsibility for these boats.
I know one thing for sure; I am glad it wasn't me who made
that decision to leave that many people on the Mississippi River
with no one with the proper training on board these boats.
s/ Russell Surratt, Fort Madison, Iowa
Writer’s Comments Mirror GCMA Concerns
This accident involving the towing vessel ANNE HOLLY
had the potential for being the most serious passenger vessel
accident in the United States including the boiler explosion
and fire on the SS SULTANA in 1865 and the burning of the
SS GENERAL SLOCUM in 1904.
The National Transportation Safety Board undertook a
careful investigation of this accident and made seven (7)
meaningful safety recommendations to the Coast Guard in a
letter to Commandant James Loy on September 27, 2000.
To determine whether the Coast Guard “betrayed” our
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mariners or the public it must protect, you must examine the
matter of Permanently Moored Vessels (PMV).
GCMA will ask the NTSB to report on the status of
Freedom of Information Act Request
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L’Enfant Plaza, SW
Washington, DC 20594
December 26, 2005
Dear Sir or Madam,
On September 27, 2000 the NTSB asked the U.S. Coast
Guard to respond to NTSB Safety Recommendations #M-

recommendations #M-00-10 through M-0017 to determine the
Coast Guard response to the NTSB “recommendations” and
the current status of those recommendations.
0010 through M-0016 inclusive.
We respectfully request a copy of any/all correspondence
related to that request.
We request in addition a report on the current status on each
of the above numbered recommendations.
s/ Sec’y. GCMA
[GCMA Comment: At the end of March we are still
waiting for a reply from the NTSB.]

SMOKE SIGNALS
By Joel Milton

UPDATED GCMA “BROWN-LIST”

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) calls it environmental tobacco smoke, or ETS.
Whatever you call it, constant involuntary exposure to
secondhand smoke on vessels can create a very unpleasant and
unhealthy workplace for mariners.
Back in 1987, three public interest groups petitioned OSHA
to write regulations to protect the health of workers who were
routinely subjected to secondhand smoke in the workplace. The
solution they asked for was to simply ban all smoking.
In 1994, after thoroughly studying the issue, OSHA agreed
that the health threats to workers were both real and
potentially "'serious. OSHA released a notice of proposed
rulemaking (NPRM) aimed at comprehensively addressing the
entire spectrum of hazards and activities that affect "indoor air
quality" in the workplace.
Eventually, the process lost steam. In 2001, OSHA
announced that it was withdrawing the NPRM and terminating
the regulatory proceeding, citing limited resources and noting
that many local and state governments, as well as private
employers, were already addressing the issue. The agency left
the door open, however, for future action if needed.
Despite recent public indoor smoking bans in forward-thinking
cities like New York and San Francisco, nothing much has
changed and the air quality continues to be nasty on some boats.
Some marine companies have a smoking policy and some
don't, and the policies may differ considerably. For those
companies with smoking policies in place, enforcement tends to
be lax since it generally falls to the captains, who are often a
prime source of the ETS. For the Coast Guard, it's a nonissue,
and state or local regulation would be highly impractical. During
a two-week hitch it's possible for us to sail through the waters of
11 different states between Maine and Virginia.
Consideration for non-smoking mariners varies widely
from boat to boat. It is anywhere from non-existent to significant, depending largely on the ratio of smokers to nonsmokers and whether or not the captain smokes.
This is simply not good enough for those of us who are
only trying to stay healthy.
[GCMA Comment: GCMA has taken a stand against
second-hand smoke where mariners live and work. We
believe that employers must take concrete steps by
drafting and enforcing effective non-smoking policies to
ensure the good health of their mariners. Refer to R-341,
Rev. 2. Smoking and Your Health Afloat.]
Joel Milton works on towing vessels and writes a monthly
column for WorkBoat Magazine . You can reach him at
joelmilton@yahoo.com

GCMA fields a significant number of complaints on
employment issues from lower-level mariners in as fair a manner
as possible. When a mariner gets a “raw deal” we do what little we
can to get to the bottom of the problem. However, we are not and
never have been a labor union.
The vast majority of our “lower-level” mariners work as
“employees at will.” Unfortunately, this means that they do not
work under a labor contract negotiated through collective
bargaining that controls their conditions of employment and
provides the machinery to resolve their grievances. Without such a
contract, most of our mariners can be fired or demoted at any time,
for any reason whether fair or not. There is little recourse for most
of our mariners unless such termination is clearly illegal – and only
then with the help of an attorney.
When one of our mariners is mistreated, we take the matter
very seriously. As a mariners’ Association, we keep track of
these incidents. When our mariners look for a new job, we
want them to obtain jobs with employers who respect them
and will treat them fairly. We assign companies whose names
appear in our records as having mistreated one or more of our
mariners to our “Brown List.”
Mariners must make their own decisions about their employers.
As a service to dues-paying members of GCMA (only) we can
inform you of some of the specific incidents that led us to “Brown
List” a company. Then you can decide whether you want to learn
the same lessons the hard way by working for one of these “Brown
Listed” companies. Those who fail to learn the lessons of History
are destined to repeat them!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brown Listed Companies:
Abdon Callais Offshore.
American River Transportation Co. (ARTCO)
American Commercial Barge Lines (ACBL)
Coastal Towing, LLC & TLC Marine Svc.
Delta Towing.
ENSCO.
Frazier Towing
Global Industries Offshore
Gulf Pride Marine Service, Inc.
Guidry Brothers/Harvey Gulf Marine
L&M Botruc Rentals
Maryland Marine
Stapp Towing
Tidewater Marine
Trico
Western Kentucky Navigation Company (WKN)
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Lafourche Merchant Marine
Training Services, Inc.
124 North Van Avenue
Houma, LA 70363-5895
Phone: (985) 879-3866
24 Hr. Fax: (985) 879-3911
E-Mail: namenet@triparish.net

INFORMATION CENTRAL

We Publish License Study Books
•Master, Mate & Operator ( up to 1600 Tons)
•Able Seaman & Lifeboatman
•Workboat Engineer
•Tankerman
•Towing Vessel Officer’s Guide
•QMED General, Oiler, Electricity, Boiler & Machine Shop
•Marine Safety Markings and Signs

Offers you the courses you need!

License upgrades, radar and celestial endorsements
help you stay at the top of your career!
Let Lafourche Merchant Marine meet your training needs. Here’s a
sample of our Courses:
•500/1600 Gross Ton Master or Mate prep class
•100/200 Gross Ton Master/USCG-approved (testing done on site)
•Upgrade 100 Gross Ton Master to 200 Gross Ton Master/USCGapproved (testing done on site)
•Radar Observer/Radar renewal /USCG-STCW approved (testing done
on site)
•Able Bodied Seaman/USCG-approved (testing done on site)
•Celestial Navigation 200/500/1600/STCW Gross Ton/USCGapproved (testing done on site)
•Basic Safety Training/STCW-approved/USCG-approved (testing done
on site)
Ù The following modules are available: Elementary First Aid and
CPR, Personnel Safety and Social Responsibility.
•Visual Communications (Flashing Light)/ STCW-approved/USCGapproved (testing done on site)
•Shipboard Coordinator (Fishing Industry)/USCG-approved (testing done
on site)
•American Red Cross First Aid and CPR/USCG-approved
•Master of Towing Vessels/USCG-approved (testing done on site)
Assistance with U.S. Coast Guard paperwork $75.00 per consultation.
This service is only $30.00 for those enrolled in LMMTS courses.

CALL US AND ENROLL NOW.
LAFOURCHE MERCHANT MARINE TRAINING SERVICES, INC.
4290 Hwy 1
GCMA members get a 10%
Raceland, LA 70394
discount on courses under $500 &
PHONE: (985) 537-1222
20% discount on courses $500+.
FAX: (985) 537-1225

GCMA Members are always welcome.
Get a 20% discount
Just Show us your membership card.

.

GULF COAST MARINERS ASSOCIATION
P. O. BOX 3589
HOUMA, LA 70361-3589
PHONE: 985-879-3866
Email: info@gulfcoastmariners.org
Website: www.gulfcoastmariners.org

The Voice for Mariners
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